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THE NIGHT WILL
BE BRILLIANT
If The Board of Public Works
Order Is Followed.
Hereafter There Oen Be No Hanging
Mine Over Pavements but the
Eleeerical Shane
RULES GOVERNING THE SIGNR„
The board of public works yester-
day afternoon adopted rules govern-
ing the hanging of signs over pave
ments, and issued a sweeping order
for all except electrical signs to be
rentoved by January 1. Electrical
signs will be permitted to overhang
the pavements, but strict rules are
outlined to be followed.
No electrical sign shall be wider
than half its length, and its length
shall not be such that will cause it
to extend mud the curbing. It must
hang not lower than the ceiling of
the first floor, and before the sign is
Permitted to be set, will have to pass
the inspection of the board of works
and city electrical inspector.
The street inspector Was directed
to notify merchants all over the city
to comply with the order, and be
started today. Wall signs, those
against walls, will not be affected by
the new order. The board of works
bad been !sapping out tie: rules for
wane time the control of *tree: signs
having been placed entirely In its
hands by the legislative boards.
There is a license fee attached to
the *leeriest signs. 10 tents the
INISare foot, and al electrical signs
AIME pass periodical Inspections by
the city electrical inspector. The
board reverses the right to revoke
permission to hang signs.
PYTHIANII INNURANeF:
New Regulations. affecting 80,000
Polley Holders Adopted.
New Orleans, TA., Oct/2%.— New
Insurance lawn affecting 20.000 pol-
iey holders were officially adopted
yesterday by the IMpterne lodge of
the Knights of Pytbiaa. The features
are: tnerease in MaIlinuta policy
from $3,00 to $5,040: increase In
age limit at which members can be
insured from 50 Oa 60 years, crea-
tion of new fifth class of insurance.
This class Intolves complete change
from the old fraternal congress to
the Americas experience table with
Interest at 3 1-2 per cent
There will he an annual aecount-
Mg system and dividend policy re-
turning to members at the end of
eat-Is year all over and above the
coat of carrying the risk and expense
of management. All policies under
the new system -will become incon-
testable after three years.
Privilege is given policy holders
In the fourth chins to transfer into
, the new fifth, taking the same
amount without new medical exami-
nation.
ATTACKED BY FOOTPAD.
Party of Young Men Put to Flight
and One of Them Robbed.
Glasgow. Ky., Oct. 25.—While a
party of young men from Horse
Cave were returning home from Cave
Cky the were attacked by un-
known parties and a shower of rocks
hurled at them. All of the party ran
except a young man named Parsons.
a well-known painter of Horse Cave.
He ran up an embankment to tee
who threw the rocks and was struck
in the head with a rock and -render-
ed iiiiconacious. His companions.
thinking him ahead of them, did
not wait. Parsons. regained con-
viciousness swine two hours later and
made eis way 40 ',farm house,where
he was given attention He Rays he
was robbed of $35 in cash and some
valuable papers. No alleges have yet
been made
DtINIP OWNS IN SEA.
aft's Threat to Put Weapons Where
They Would Do No Harm.
•
Havana. Oct. 25.—The statement
ade by Secretary Taft on the eve
his departure from Cuba that he
mild put all arms surrendered by
e insurgents where they would do
further harm, was verified today
hen a company of Cubse artillery
nt the afternoon throwing these
capons into the sea from the outer
tion of Morro Castle. Thousands
rifles and carbines were stink in
1rty fathoms of water.
Lectured for Bootiegeing.
Gus Armstrong. colored employed
the river, was lectured yesterday
by Police Judge E. M. Puryear for
spritlag liquor ilito the city jail to
prisoners. He promised not to repeat
the Mt. City Jailer Invitte bad been
g to learn Who was responsTie
the appetteMenee of Honor In tee
ty, tall for several weeks.
OMAHA "COAL TRUST" INDICTED
Grand Jury Acts and Dealers Raise
Prices cm All Furl.
Omaha, Oct. 25.—Sixty members
of the Omaha Coal exchange were in-
dicted by the grand Jury today on
(-barges of maintaining an illegal or-
ganization to control ptices.and elim-
inate competition. Simultaneously
came an annotincement of an ad-
vanse in fuel prices by all dealers.
Anthracite was raiser' 50 cents and
bolt coal 25 cents. a ton. All dealers
adhere to the new rates, notwith-
standing a court injunction forbids
any establishing of prices. They
maintaM that the advance is simply a
market rise.
PLUCKY ENGINEER
DELIBERATELY ORDERS LEO
AMPUTATED.
He is Carried Conscious for 120
Mlles but Dies From the Low,
of Blood.
Minneapolis, Oct. 25.— Bernard
Unger, the Pleckiest man on the
Great Northern railway, is dead.
Pinned under an engine he ordered
a brakeman to cut off his right leg
below the knee, and this done after
Unger saw the torniquet applied
above the joint. One stroke com-
pleted the operation and Unger was
carried conscious twenty miles on a
hand ear and one hundred miles on
a train to Ely Manitoba. where he
died from loss of blood
Further Trouble Expected.
Sergent, Ky.Glett.25. -Henry Brown
aged twenty-four, one of the men that
was desperately wounded In Satur-
day's engagement on Dry Fork, was
arrested by Sheriff Crawford. Other
members of the faction are yet at
large and further trouble is expected.
SERIOUS SITUATION
BROTHERHOOD OF RAILWAY
TRAINMEN LINE P.
Denoted ! Eight Hoare ter All
Switchmen Asked of the
Railroads.
Chicago, Oct. 25.-- The western
railroads are facing a serious labor
problem. The Brotherhood of Rail-
way Trainmen on behalf of its
switchmen today presented demands
to all railroads centering In Chicago
for an eight hour day, The Brother-
hood's action follows that of the
Switchmen's union Which presented
similar demands some time ago, but
the two movements are independent
of each other.
The railroads, however, will be
obliged to deal now with practically
the whole organized strength of the
switchmen instead of the fractional
part, represented by the Switchmen's
union. In 031‘ respect the move is
the most extensive attempted by
railroad employe organisation In
many years. Every railroad west of
Pitteburg and Buffalo In the United
States is involved.
WILL GREEK
Must Serve Out Two Big Fines In he
County Jail.
Will Greek is in jail because he
failed to pay fines assessed for the
violation of the county liquor laws.
He was fined irs Justice Charles Em-
ery's court and In C-etatity Judge
Lightfoot's court for seeing Intoxi-
cants without a license. He owes
about $60 to the magistrate and $75
In county court, all of which he was
unable to Pay when arrested on two
capitate yegterday afternoon. The
second violation caused Greek's ar-
rest.
BIG STRIKE THREATENED.
Southern Perific Up Against Strike
of All Trainmen,
San Francisco. Oct. 25.-- The
Southern Pacific railway is threaten-
ed with a strike of engineers, firemen.
condectora and trainmen generally.
extending over the entire system.
After a conference botwees represent
elves of the unto:1,6nd the company
officials a disagrereinent was readied
which is most serlotia. The me,
went *deems.* ranging from ten per
cent up, snØ an eight-hour day.
It is the daily average circu-
lation, of a newspaper that the
shrewd advertiser investigates,—
"High Water" deys don't coullt.
The Sue's daily average last
month eiwe 3039,
A SUIT AGAINST
THE DICK FOWLER
-For Discrimination With Pas-
sengers Brought at Cairo.
Negroes, Who Are Denied A Ride in
the Cabin With White People
Sue for Damage...
SOME FINE POINTS COME FP
A ease of great Interest to steam-
moat men and the traveling public
tomes up for trial at Cairo today in
the suit of some neseroes against the
steamer Dick Fowler for refusing to
allow them to ride in the cabin with
the white passengers, and some fine
legal points will be made.
According to the Illinois law, there
is so distinction made between the
different races on common carriers,
In fact there can be no discrimina-
tion, Me under the Kentucky laws
separate coaches have to be prnvid-
ed.
The suit is for $10,000.
In cases of jurisdiction on t
Ohio river it has been decided that
Kentucky's jurisdiction extends to
the Illinois banks, and this point
will probably be made in the case at
Cairo, and if sustained the owners
of the Fowler will win.
POPE EXHAUSTED
AFTER 5E1 EIL11, INTERVIEWS
PIUSI HAS TO GO TO BED.
The t'ollapse 'ante This Morning
After .indienee Whig the
English
Rome, Oct. 25.— Thoroughly ex-
hausted as a result of holding sev-
eral interviews Pope Pius was forc-
ed to take to his bed. The pontiff
was so greatly exhausted he practi-
cally was carried to his room. The
collapse came this morning after he
received the English pilgrims.
FATAL FIGHT IN BREATHITT.
One Man Killed and Another Dee.
perstely Wounded.
Jackson. Ky., Oct. Me-
intoeh, aged 17 yearewas desperate-
ly wounded in a fight with Moe.
Caullii at Athol. Caudill was In-
stantly killed by Robert McIntosh.
brother of the wounded man.
The Mcloteeth boys had gone to
the home of Caudill, who had mar-
ried their sister, to take away the
little daughter of their sister, who
had died. Caudill resented this and
the fight ensued, in which Caudill
was killed and Will McIntosh was
mortally wounded
Sam Mcintonh came with his
wounded brother to Jackson for med
!cal aid, with two big pistols buckled
around him. He was at once arrested
by Sheriff Breck Crawford and is
now in jail.
CLEW TO ROBBER OF ANNA HELD
One of Two Suspects Believed to Be
berated in Baltimore.
Cleveland, Oct. 25.—One of—two
men suspected by Anna Held, the act-
ress, as being the robbers who stole
$150.0•40 worth of jewels from her
on a Pennsylvania train while coming
Into Cleveland yesterday morning. it
reported to have been located In BC-
timore by the detectives. The Jew-
els were taken from tier stateroom
while the actress and her husband
Florence Ziegfeld Jr., were absent
They were in a small satchel, which
also contained over $3,000 in money.
hank books and papers, which' the
actress said he valued at over $100,-
s00 and with the jewels, comprised
her entire fortune.
%GED AND RICH; TAKES A WIFE.
Terre Haste Man Mamie., to Lighten
Burden of Ills Years.
Terre Haute. Ind., Oct.
W. E. McLean. one of the wealthiest
men of this city, 75 years old and
decrepit, married today, Miss Oliver,
aged 30 years, a distant relative, that
she might accompany him to Florida,
"are for him in his declining years
and inherit his riches. His near rel-
atives tried hard to prevent the mar-
lege. M. McLean has been a Dem-
acratle leader in this state for tiny
Flee in Chicago.
Chicago, Oct. 25. -Six firemen
were rescued. unconscious. In a hun-
dred and twenty thousand dollar in-
cendiary fire in west Pulliam this
g, which destroyed the gulli-
vaallalister Candy factory and prem-
ises Of Angell Steel company.
SECRETARY ;1410111"
liunmnnred He WIII sUntieublesilly Re
Appointed to Supreme court.
Washington, Oct. 25. -While no
official statement IR obtainable, un-
official information confirms the re-
port that /be 'president will appoint
Attorney General William ILeSloodY.
of Massachusetta to the vandhey by
the retirement of Agusociate Justice
Henry B. Brown.
The announced intention of the
president to appoint Mr. Moody to the
supreme court bench came as a sur-
prise, as it was generall) understood
that he had eilmiaated the attorney
general from consideration in that
connection because of the fact that
Massachusetts already had a repre-
sentative on the bench in the person
of Associate Justice !tonnes.
Mr. Moody's nomination will be
sent to the senate when congress con-
venes, but the general expectation Is
that he will not take his seat on the
bench until about January 1, when,
as previously announctel, he ex-
pects to retire front the attorney
generalship
THE ELEMENTS'
DESTRUCTIVE WORK
Fire Department Without %Vo-
ter To Fight Fire.
Drag Store and Three Itenedences is
itertiagelt IN II !level Haines
Tilt Thee' Are natiened.
OUTSIDE THE WATER LIMITS
The Paducah Pharmacy company
and three residences located In Row-
landtown just ontelde the range of
the fire plaits burned um: night, be-
tween it and 10 o'clock. The proper-
ty I. a total ;ORM, partly covered to
insurance. The condagration started
in the residence of the drug store
proprictot, and quickly spread, aid-
ed by the strong wield. It required a
short time for the flames to dotheir
Work, and while the•Nrork of de-
•truction progressed. the Not. 1. 3
and 4 fire conipanles had to stand by
and watch the work, being unable to
teach a fire plug.
The flre originated In the resi-
lenrc of C. C. Peal, manager of the
drug store It spread to the drug
store and fin.ally jumped over to the
residences of .1. E. Bailey, watchman
for the Illinois Central, and A: E.
Vineyard, a carpenter. The occupants
of the houses had hut little time to
are, and saved but few possessions,
The Peal store and resideace were
awned by G. Holt, with some inane
ance and the Vineyard and Bailey
sesidences by Dr. B. H. Griffith who
sarrien insurance. The household ef-
fects of Peal were lightly insured.
The Lees will amount to $5.000. In-
cluding the stock of goods In the
irug Amp. The cause of the fire has
not been determined.
Chief Wood's reateaseet.
"When I returned from Dalian,
Tex., from the annual eonvention of
fire chiefs. I mentioned the fact that
water main extensions were needed
for fire protectlon iii Rowlandtown."
Chief Wood stated, "and Mr. Muscoe
Burnett manager of the water .corn•
many, agreed with Me. He stated.
however, that he cannot get enough
residents and property owners to pay
the coillfpany to make the extension.
There is little insurance earried on
property in that suburb, because of
the lack of fire protection. There Is
a move on foot to have s petition
presented with the requisite number
ef names to the reglaletIve boards to
extend water mains to that section
of the city."
Chief Wood stated that he had In-
vestigated the loss fully hue night.
The drug worthwas half insured In
stock and the residence* were not
protected at all.
I.vr MUTAT E COMMISSION.
---
Will Meet at Loueollie in ineeste
gate Kentucky Railroads.
--
famisville, Ky., Oct. 25.—The ses-
sion of the interstate commerce
sommigution being held at Knoxville
and to be held here is the realest of
the resolution adopted by congress
that an Inquiry he held to determine
whether or not the railroad% of the
country have any Interest In the coal
or nil lands of the United States and
it follows the increase In the price of
coal in Kentucky.
Entombed Miners.
Columbus. 0., Oct. 25 --Bodies of
three miners were found In the Mul-
ling' Mine, near New Philadelphia.
after working hour* Ise night, State
Mine Inapeetor Harrison was notified
this morning. It is supposed the min-
ers made a "shot" and returned too
soon and 'Ware suffocated by gas
Arising from-. the elms*, They we.
not Missed for hottra and a search
made resulted in finding the bodies.
BALKING AUTO'S
NARROW ESCAPE
Col. Ben Weille's Auto Chooses
Peculiar Place To Stop,
It Breaks Down on the Italirmul
Track And an Accident: is Nay-
runty Averted.
WAS PUSHED OUT OF THE WAV
Col. flen Weille by hi s quick ac-
tion saved his tine automobile from
serious damage last evening about
dusk. lie pushed it out of the way
of a string of freight cars being push-
ed by an engine, and Just In time.
He missed the cars but a few feet.
Col. Weelle was driving his ma-
ehine west on Broadway. At Elev-
enth street he started across the rail-
rosertrarks, slowing up as a precau-
tion. When on the tracks Ole ma-
chine stopped. No amount of per-
suasion could induce the automobile
to go. and Col. Kleine left his seat
and frantically waved to an approach-
ing train to stop, but he was not ob-
served In time.
Driven to desperation Col, Weille
gave a desperate push and the ma-
chine started. He tined "force" to an
advantage and succeeded in pushiest
the ateomibile out of the way Just in
time.
MEXICAN CITIZENS
OVER A HUNDRED ARE ARREST-
ED IN TEXAS LAST NIGHT.
tdiesican t'onaul Charwel With Con-
sisionca Receives Letters Threa-
tening His Life.
Fort Worth, Tex.. Oct. 24—Nearly
a hundred prominent Mexican 1-M-
ame, of Texas, arrested yesterday
and last night in various parts of
the state, on charges of conspiring
against the Mexican government.
llearlean consul. Mallen El Paso,
who has been active in the matter.
has received over a hundred letters
threatening him with death.
WEAPON OF UNION DEFECTIVE
Section,. of Erdman .lict Is Declared
to Ile l'neonetitational.
Oct. 25.—In the Unit-
ed States district court today Judge
Walter Evans discharged the ease
against J. M. Scott. train dispatcher
for the Lonisville and Nashville rail-
road, charged with violating the Erd-
man act, which seeks to prevent In-
terstate carriers from keeping their
employes out of labor unions. The
court held that section 10 of the act
is void isecanse it is not a regulation
of commerce within the meaning of
:he commerce clause of the consti-
tution, and therefore beyond the
power Of congress to enact. The suit
was brought by the Railroad Tele-
graphers' union.
HUNDREDS OF LIVES
Threatened in a !Feeder Espioelon at
Aetna, Ind., Today.
Aetna, Ind., Oct. 25.—Hundreds of
employes ofsa big powder plant here
narrowly escaped death in an explo-
sion today, due to the action of two
men stealing explosives from the mill
A big boarding house was blown up
and Lona Beablers employed there.
was fatally injured. She stepped or,
the stolen explosive when she went
to the men's room to clean it. An
explosion followed, which blew the
house from its foundation, twisted It
and hurled the girl into a field with
one leg torn off and the other so
mangled as to necessitate amputa-
tion.
RIG MEN
Form is Trust to Cavntrol Products
of the Country.
New York, Oct. 25.—Products of
the farm, buttermilk, eggs, poultry,
are the objects of the latest trust Jlibt
organized under the name of the
American Farm Product company.
capitalized at two millions preferred
stock. The company I said to have
a hundred billions back of It and Ill
purpose is said to be to corner the
market on such products and reap
big profits by their sale. The finan-
cial backers are Thomas F. Ryan.
Harry Payne, Whitney, Vvy P. Mor-
ton and others.
--e
Sue* Road for Rebates.
Des Moines, Oct. 25.—Asserting it
was forced to compete with rivals
who paid no freight In Iowa the Ain"
Wig rompiiy haa filed r suit
Wilda the Rock Island rallroadi
claiming $450,000 damage.
." .0. 
NEW PRESIDENTMilwaukeean Kills Ilimeelf Because
lie %lenses Chagas... for Work.
— -
Milwaukee, Oct. 25.—Because he
overslept and lost a job, John Becker.
a laborer, committed suicide by tak-
ing carbolic acid today. Becker had
been out of emp•oyment for some
time. Yesterday he secured a job,
but had to rise at 3:10 o'clock to go
to work. This _morning he awoke
late. Dressing quickly he ran to the
place .only to find that the job had
been given to another man who-had
appeared on tint... Becker on his
way home purchased a bottle of car-
bolic acid anti going to the basement
drained the bottle.
KANSAS CITY FIRE
17 PEOPLE KILLED IN DESTRUC-
TION OF BUILDING.
The Chamber of Cons:nerve a alma. of
Flames When Firemen .trrise
last Night.
Katmai City. Kan., Oct. 25 --Four
known dead and thirteen persons un-
accouted forayers brought out of a
fire which destroyed the Chamber of
Commerce building, used as a tene-
ment, last night. The missing list
ineludes seven men mad boys, two
some, three girls and a babe Many
are Injured, some seriously. When
the grenien arrived the entire build-
;ng was ablaze. and fire ladders raised
did not reath above the third floor.
The walls finally collapsed and many
inmates fell into the blazing pile.
Young Man Dead..
Smith's Grove, K. Oct. 21.—Carl
Jewell died at his home at this place
after a few weeks' illness of typhoid
fever. He was the son of Mr. Wood
Jewell, and was about twenty years
FIEND'S DEED
BURGLAR ATTACKS CHILD WHO
DioroVERS HIM IN ROOM.
In an Effort to Stifle Its Seri-anus,
stale 41'1141 Four Tint's in Ike
Louisville, Oct. 25 --John O'Brien.
the seven-year-old son of Mr. C. R.
O'Brien. of 1S30 Brook street, had
a fearful experience at 4 o'clock
this morning with a burglar. In an
effort to cheek the child's screams
the burglar stabbed the child four
times on the head with a knife or
chisel, and seizing him as he sprang
from his bed in an effort to .escape
from the room dashed him with all
force against the wall. Mrs. O'Brien,
who had been aroneed by the child's
first cries. rushed into the room as
the burglar fled. She found her son
Wag uncooscious on the floor in a
pool of blood.
HOLDS GlItiat PROSONERS.
Sister. Climb Phone Pole and Cling
There, Exhausted, :els Hours.
Minneapolis. Oct. 25.—Pursued by
a bull, Marie and Julie Carlson were
forced to take refuge on a telephone
Pole In a lonely spot near the city
In the micirft of the cold &Wee this
afternoon. When they were rescued
front their TPerf
later both girls were_on the verge of
collapse, and they are now ill
bed. One of the slisiers heard-.
noise behind her and looking around,
saw the bull coming, head down and
tail tip. Pushing and pulling each
other, the girls In their desperation
climbed the big pole to the lower
iron rungs, and there clung for hours
while the vicious brute Pelted the
ground and hutted the pole in his
rage,
FOR I. C. RAILROAD
The Retirement of Fish Would
Put Harahan In Line.
W. J. Harahan Wini1,1 Then He
Made I Viee-Preddent or
tlie Great System.
(111.1.NGEs .tItItl MERE RUMORS
The retirement of Mr. Fish from
the presidency of the Mind,. Cen-
tral will undoubtedly be rucceeded
by several changes In the personnel
of the official management of the
road. It has been rumored for sev-
eral weeks that In the event Mr.
Fish lost his light with Mr. Harri-
man the ?<armees successor as vest
dent would he .1. T. Harahan, nes
the necond vice-president. The haw)
retain of Mr liarahan from Europe
lust summer at the outset of busi-
ness hostilities between Mr. Isisla
end Mr. Harriman gave this ru-
mor the color of probability, for the
reas-on that Mr. Harahan is identi-
fied solely wit the operating de-
partment of the Ilinois Central. and
his presence at the Fish-Harriman
clash could bardly be desired or
bought for its effect upon the issue.
II was hinted at the time that the
urgent request for Mr. Harahan to
forego further pursuit of his vaca-
tion In Europe was Mr. Harriman's
desire to discuss with him the presi-
dency of the Illinois Central. It
should be understood in this connec-
tion that the relations between Mr.
Harahan and Mr. Fish are cordial.
and apparently have suffered no
strain because of the rivalry between
the latter and Mr. Harriman for cos
trol of "he polieref the Illinois cie
tral. Should Mr. Harahan be promo,
ed to the presidency, his se • •
as second vice-president es
bly be his son. W. J liarattan.
whose advancement has been steady
from the beg:ruling of his career
with the Illinois Central..
Mr. W. J. Harahan Is_vory well
known in Paducah where he has a
host of Wends, and the rumored
changes in the officers of the system
will create great interest here. His
rise in the railroad business has
been very rapid. Only a few years
ago he was superintendent- of the
Lonisville division, and went from
thee., to New Orleans and then to
Chicago, his present position.
GralT11111.r Slay Get it.
Ch.caen. 0,, 25.—That Yea. ves-
ant Fish has sold nut his Interest In
the Illinois Central railroad to Ed-
ward H. Harriman and has agreed
to retire from the presidency of that
company will, it is generally believ-
ed. soon be announced by the parties
In interest,
This announcement, It Is stated
awaits on•y the acceptance by G.,
J. Grammer of an offer of the pres.
(fenny of the Illinnis Central to suc-
ceed Mr. Fish, his selection baring
been made jointly by the Harriman
and Fish interests. Mr. Grammer Is
now viee-president eif the New Torn
Central lines west of Buffalo, and
in charge of the western traffic of
those lines. His (tote* to run the
affairs of the company under a ten-
year contract at a salary of $100.-
000 a year Is declared to he a part.,
of the agreement whereby Mr. Feet
dr.ops—the Illinois Central !Inca and
surrenders to Edward H 
TIILS surrender. however, If it has
been made, is only partial, In that
it is expected. will_
pursue the Fish policy sufficient/7  
close to prevent any of the troubles
which. Mr. Flab apparently fears 
might fOlTiaw -1E-• delivery of The
road into Harriman control.
The final act of the Illinois Cen-
tral drama Is said to have been play-
ed at a conference held in Newark\
last Monday. after Mr. Fish and the
attorneys had hurried back from
the annual meeting' held in Chicago.
Mr. Fish, it is asserted, knew
when he went into the anneal meet-
ing that his tenure of office was, at
best, short. It was not expected the
Harriman interests wnuld Immedi-
ately and forcibly retire Mr. Fish.
but that he would be permitted te
hold the presideney for another
year, while his power would be
Shorn by the appointment of a fi-
nance committee, to which all mat-
ters of importance. and of policy
would be referred.
Mr. Fish chose to bend his energy
toward placing the Illinois Central
under the Immediate control of a
man in whom he had confidence, In
the hope that in this way Wall
street would 11P kept a little further
away from the property. At any
rate, he is mid 110t to have chosen
to calmly sit down and await the
felling of the axe which has been
;depended over his head ever wince
Ilisiwartit Harriman gained a Ina-
jorit, of the board and 'PreantolliblY
a es/Strolling interest In the stock of
the company
TO NEW ZEALAND,
R. L. Jones Ships a Lot of Chickens
to a Far Distant Country.
R. I,. Jones. manager of The Pines
POttitry farm, yesterday shipped three
tine chickens to T. Hausen. a poultry
dealer in New Zealand. and the route
is the longest eves snapped out by
the local American Express company.
The fowls go via New York and will
ease through Japan and China also
throingh Australia before reaching
their destination.
WE.4T111.11I--Fair tonight and
Friday melee-ell' temperature.
The highest, temperature reach-
ed yesterday vota 67 and the
lemma Odes was 13
PAGE TWO
SWITCHMAN CAUGRT
BETWEEN TWO CARS
John Hancock Has A Narrow
Escape From Death.
Elkeineer See pierce Ras at l'hrilling
.4pe4tillbar1liiir l$ide, And Now vises
OP% H it. Engles..
NEWS (W THE RAILROAD FOLKS.
•••=0••••••••••
Caught between two "bad order"
ears alth his left hand tightly.
wedged between twe defective drum-
heads, shoha Hauseoek. a asiltehemn
etnployed in the :oval flutuaja Central
shop yards, had a narrow escape
from death. The fact that the "bum-
'pens" held tight saved his life.
lisseock, one of the crew of switch
engine lie. 1562, aaa sent In to it
chain two "had order" cars. The en-
gine stood several feet • front the
striae of care From some unknown
roasts, the ,engine started moving.
and with.a (*nab stove. ten we
Than was a ere and insestigation
sieveeeped lianeock war the victim.
He SAS wedged between the two cars
be tried to uachtien. Hi5 left baud
was ba,41,e meshed and but for the
bumpers hohLlig. Might have been
crushed to death.
Willing heeds carried him from
the sweat to the hospital for attentioa
It iit thought the hand all he sated
althoefas tw,iii be perniaueney in-
jured,
ilageock resides on Jacksou, street.
and Is a popular young railroad man.
Joe Pieree's Auto Ride.
engineer Jog Pierce. one of the
star throttle guides' on the fast flying
LattisvIlleePilduceli illIngis Central
passenger trains, says he has had
enough of antomobiling, mod is coo-
tent to stlek to the shining rails,
The experience that clinched
Pierre's determination to keep away
from the "autos" occurred in LOOS-
vine, but is known IC over the divis-
ion now. He met I •'auto"
driver iu one of t i AI ks The
driver knee Pierce to he a "highball"
engineer and iyited him to ride.
Perna melipted.
"I kept saying 'let her go,' and ev-
ery time I remarked that he was not
running og eehedide time he turned
a croak ors -some kind by his pilot
wheel," Pierce declared. "We were
soon 'going wane.' and had a good
road to travel. It was lev'el and such
a thing as a moving van was out of
reason.' This was the last thing we
eXpected to see, but it loomed up
ahead of us before we Snew 'what
was what.'
"I could not jump beeatece I had
no time. Riding in engine calm and
autos are different, and I did not
know how to leave the car. The driv-
er seeped *0 be a lightning calcula-
tor sad before the fragments of me
seaticered maid aere collet:tad. we
were riding a steep hill and were
safe. We had grazed the mowing van
which was carrying a load of house-
hold effects. That is my last ride in
one of those machines. Give me the
'highball' every time. I know where
the talk are and shat !s likely to
get Is Ifly Way.-
Death of I. Roue
News of the death of Mr leafy
Bova, formerly general foreman of
the Paducah Illinois central shoes,
and later master mechanic of the Illi-
nois Central at Mattoon and East St.
111., reached Paducah this
morning when Jolla Schroeder, gen-
eral foreman of the Illinois Central
ehoris, returned from Chicago where
be had been on a short vacation
Mr. Rove died In Chicago while
worldly at his trade—that of mewhia
tat. He had notsbeen in good health
for %visual months, and Foreman
Sebroedcr attended the funeral. He
wa, Rationed here for several years,
coining from Evansville, frettese-two
Pale Delkste Woman and Girls.
The Old Statelard Grovels Taste-
less Chill Tonle drives out malaria
and halide up the system. Sold by all
dealeeti for 27 years. Priem 60 cents.
The Enders 4'310aly Razor,
distributed by gittlinona Hard-
ware Co. This is a twelve.
bladed razor," selling for 111
Ask to see it.
MuPlierson's Iirng Store Ex-
cliutive .1gents.
 411 0,0neelsannawe
Infester Mecham ic at Met toon. He was
Years' service be was promoted to
tensferelt to Nast St. Ladle
arid 'Star legging Mere returned to
the Burnside shop* in Chicago. The
deceased leaves a wife and several
ehildrec.
Frank Betide Loot.* Pet.
-42ini" Is dead and in his passing
one of the smartest of the canine race
is Iola.
"Gyp" was the pet of the Frank
Budde family residing at 1004 South
Twelfth street. He found the dog on
the street when it WAS a PUP atid took
It horns. By diligent aPPIlealien he
trained the dog to perform tricks
that Cu* dogs are credited with.
• • Yew 'Gyp' was Poi/toned.' '
Burble regretfully related. "Some
one threw poisoned beef into the
yard. My Pet never harmed itnone
and the lose is nut easily replaved.
Gyp was trained thoroughly ad I
do not hesitate to hay he Was the
smartest dog in Paducah. I would
comMend him to bring ttle my house
slippers, and he never failed to un-
d ere t and Li ke w Jae 111), Paper. sure
wheat my wife was visiting neighbors
I would often tell Gyp to go and get
her and OTP WOUM search the neigh-
borhood euttil be fOged her and by
gentle tugging on her dress he let her
know she was wanted, and accomp-
lished his mission."
AD% %NCESI Wit INDITAL. CLERK%
lervertment Will Aek Increase of 63,-
000,000 in appropriation,
Washington, Out are—First As-
/meant POlittabasIer Gettatrall Hitch-
(.114 k, in a etatemosit today in con-
neeelon with his recent announce-
ment that he would recommend a
substantial increase of salaries for
poem; employes, said the sum rec-
ommended will permit the promo-
tion of 75 per cent, of the clerks in
the grade below $900, about 50
per cent of the clerks receiving $900
and $1,000, about -Aft per Cent of
those receiving from $1.100 to $1,-
lent and about 30 per cent of thaw
receiving over $1,200. An appropre
inn Of 825,700.000 will be urged
for clerks of the nest and second
class officess an increase of $3.000.-
000 over the current year, of wheel
Increase $1.370,000 is for employ-
ment of additional clerks and the
rest for protnotione The estimates
provide for the promotion of 16,300
clerks In lirst anti second close Poet-
Mikes. The department a:SO is con-
sidering an amendment to the pres-
en; law permitting payment of a
higher compensation to letter car-
riers.
Mr. Hitchcock IoJv *telt i rued
that higher eateries were neeemery
to secure and retain competent men
and insure "an efficient conduct of
the postal business."
—AA your grocer for elomaja
flour, tbe beat that is made.
Mrs. Austin's Pancakes, really su-
perior to everything. Ask grocer.
Don't expel t a soft answer when
you call a r .
Doctors Say
I"Drink Beer
Dectinguished Physicians Are Leaders
of the oppositkat to Toted
.t bet Menne.
In the United. States and through-
out the civilised ,world there is a
fast-growing determined, intelligent
opposition to the total abstinence
crusade and those persona are now
recognised as the real temperance
workers--temperance workers with a
mission—who advocate the substitu-
tion of mild, healthful beverages, like
beer, to take the place of strong
liquors
The most learned and distinguished
phynicians advocate the etnoderate,
the temperate, use of stimulants, and
they agree that pure beer la the best
of all. Prof. C. A. Ewald, M. D., one
of Europe's most renowned, scient-
ists, says:
moderate use of stimulants,
within the 'finite of prudence, is not
only permissible, but neceissary, ea-
11-Lise mental or physical ef-
forts of the individual are extreme."
We might go on and enumerate
thousands of similar expressions
from men of equally- high standing in
the medical and scientific world, but
space_ forbids. It should antics to
say that throughout the world, the
popularity of beer as a, healthful,
mildly stimulating, temperate bever-
age is increasing, and with the in-
creased Popularity of beer comes
greater temperance among the peo-
ple.
According to the greatest physic-
ians and scientists, there is actual
need among all people for such a bev-
erage as beer. The best beer, Pnbst
Blue Ribbon, contain* only a little
over three per cent of alcohol and is
rich in wholesome food elements. It
is truly it temperate drink. All doc-
tors agree that this small percentage
of alcohol—not enough to be intoxl-
eating—is exceedingly beneficial be-
cause it stimulates digestive activity
and nerve force. The food strength
of the beer makes it nourishing to
body and mind alike.
Those who appreciate the very fin-
est quality in beer drink Pabst Blue
Bihtion Beer, he-cause they know of
lit ebsolute purity clesnliuess,
its superior food value derives! front
Peens exclusive eight-day bailee
male and Ile low tierce:et age of alco-
hol. Pabst Blue Ribbon Boer. the
choicest of all bottled beer. Is the
eeer to keep in your home,---the best
hoer to drink 'and the Most healthful
pa
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REARST BETRAYS
LABOR'S CAUSE
None Of Its Candidates Ap-
pears On The Ballot,
This 1.1itest proof of His Insincerity
And Will Re
Costly to Him.
DEVI4101'hIENTti Ob' CAHPAIGN.
New York, Oct. re—Hearst has
paid the price of the- Tammany in-
dorsement by which he secured the
Democratic nontination for governor
of New York. In dping tece he has
NOM out the labor element and the
real believers in the independence
League movement.
This much of the greatly mixed
New York political situation Was
clearest up yesterday when Thomas F.
Smith, secretary of Tammany Hall,
In the presences of Boss Murphy, and
with his sanction, declared that in
the contests before the eleetion
board the law comniittee of Tam-
many Hall and the Hearst managers
had all along worked eigether in 5) ID
',Why. Secretary Smith voiced the
satisfacition of Mr. Murphy and the
other members of the executive com-
mittee of Tammany Hall when he re-
sorted that Tammany had been sue
cessful all along the line in getting
rho petitions of its candidates for
place. on the official ballot under the
synboi of the Independence League,
and had suceeecied In knocking out
practically all the petitions of the la-
bor candidate and other deluded
followers of Editor Hearst,
So Tammany Is to be with Hearst.
and everybody is to take up the cry
of Bowe Murphy that the Independ-
ence League leader must he elected
Labor Gives Double.
The labor men bare all sloes said
they were beine given 11.-"double
cross" by Regret. aid lhap eau no
longer doubt it. Few of the twenty-
seven labor candidates for the assem-
bly and congress will get on the orn-
dal balloL Thole only recourse now
Is to the higher courts.
It is claimed today that this latest
proof of Hearst's Insincerity and
double dealing will cost him a large
part of the labor vote of Manhattan
and that the defeetion will reach into
the other towns of Greater New
York. It will nulify much of the
effective campaigning that he los
done in the factory and mill towns up
the state, Whether the leaders of
Tammany can deliver their votes te
coenteract the 'storm that will le
raised ag•Inst *sari be. the deluded
labor men remaius to he seen
Hearst-Murphy Fake Fight.
It has been a subject of great won-
der why Boss Murphy so complacent-
ly accepted the abuse that Heitest has
been heaping upon him from th,
stump, and allowing to go unchal-
lenged the statement that there never
had bees nor would there be an un-
drstanding with Murphy or any other
hose. This was all cleared tip toclaY.
Murphy and the Hearst managers
have been feeding the New York pub-
lic with a lot of "fake" fighting, and
until yesterday it had been for the
most Part taken at its face value.
District Attorney Jerome swallowed
a gob of it when Murphy put out his
talk about the Independence League
candidate trying "to shake down" the
Tammany nonaluees, started a grand
jury investisatIou Hearst undoubt-
edly will have a lot of explanations
for what happened today before the
election board but it is generally be-
lieved he lli Ignore It as he has done
his tax dodging Star holding com-
pany, under which he manages ails
newspaper properties.
The effect of this last developmere
will also extend to the voters wh,
stood by Hearst in his mayoral; ,
campaign, when he was an out te•e1
out opponent of the bosses. lie has
already lost a large'*bare of this imp-
ort cause of his deal with Murilhy
but has managed to hold a consider-
able part of it by his pretended split
with Tammany Hall.
Maud—The man wecen I marry,
will have to he one who would flee
from teetering, -
Marie—That's right — Houston
Post.
Mrs. Austinis Pancakes, really so-
perior to everything. Ask grocer.
D. H.
Baldwin & Co.
Minfacturert of
PIANOS and ORGANS
Sell on Installments and
take old Instruments In
exchange.
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
5 1 8 BRA3ADWAY
E. P. Bourquin tuner.
W. 1. MILLER if, BRO.
lAN APPEAL TO WOMEN
Professor Alexander Haig, M.D., Physician to The Royal
hospital for Women and'Cltildren, of London, one of the world's
greatest authorities, has proven that most diseases, especially
, disease.* of women, Menorrhagia and Dysmenorrhoea (painful and
irregular menstrnation u) are plainly msed by uric acid.
For the benefit of all ailing, weakly women, we urge his ex-
planation of common sense.
../
LIFE PLANTHOW URIC ACID CAUSES
IS WOMAN'S ALLYWOMEN'S DISEASES
of mitiireeirinixemrviliesAithengrirecatacetun PI,A14T
i;reManneYra
SralWatt,ous 11,:valle‘rvorrwo)k, themselves,
rrind 'Rd"' from the blood in dissolving it outothers wet- take proper ea•rc ut of every 'girt of the betty.tpelisratioTlees....ilusiug. the menstrual It pinrifies the blood, encourages the
generative organs to their nature)
From these causes comes disease. 1 healthy functions, relieves all hark.
Time uric acid always present in the :tate, laseitude and nervous:tees, am!
blood i's deposited in little sharp grains brin feet health.
PLANT not a patent meal,-like sand anal lodge throughout the
ewe. It contains nothing harmful.buds
Its ingredients are used by the atorld's
grea$1"Any ailitill.11 1141111111141timirm. n who ':fiesires
regain perfect health, who is %titles,
to use her own good judgment, net
To all women we appeal with the have yeffee copy of a valuable bookl* t
proof of their greatest specialists. We on "Good Health." Write for it to-
urge the reinesb, of common sense. day.
THE APPROACH OP WHIM ACID DISIEAS1tS
Pettit-Ill, profuse, suppresstsl or scanty inenstruation, backache, bearing
dawn feeling, nen 011*Ilesa, la,situtle (tired feeling 1, sleeplessness, poor ap-
petite, heedische, eoustipation -all shoo. uric :kart at stark
If rots hew. any of time above arsuspeonasy act at once.
Table LITE PLANT before asiriou• womb or ovaurtars
trouble. comma. If you aro suffering from disease. cure
Yourself in a common *shoe way-drive out the cause
of disease-uric acid.
BOOKLET AND PIEDICAI, ADVICE TIkEE,
Send for valuable free booklet on' 'Good Health." Write to I. J. Miser, M. le,
President, Life Plant CoMpany, kw free medical acivice. Writs him fully.
Your letter-will be returned with his answer, But get a bottle of WY PLANT
from your druggist today.
LIFE PLANT COMPANY, Canton, Ohio
Imagine the psis apci irritation they
cape 111 the deticate female organs.
This is the cause of women's weak-
nesses.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
R.ettl Estate Agency.
FREE REAL.. ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
111111MMIIIMINNIM.
aim' LEN OX HOTEL
FIREPROOF
IN
BUFFALO
Madera Highest Grade
-
OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
F'Acr,, rev, between Hotel. Depots,
Wharves Ate! through Business District.
EUKOPEAN PLAN
s. so per lay arid ap.
GEORGE DVONSCHERIE
THROUGHOUT Prspeietse
Foreman Bros: Novelty Co., 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-124 IN, rourth St. 1Phorteat 787
HEAI.TH ANk.virAITIrismarterantwassiesra are/LawnTb,,F:ren. moled- for aerial prostration IVA II. dins." O.^ reseratilOres- e• bee sex such as Nerrout Prootration. Or Loss lissiwo
ri.C)f Tr)L"MiZeo7.1\ar'llorbtt'unlE.D'whtirlirs. dY°uto'hcorunisFutrrrp"trisot.AFTER us um,
pCO4i 551. 'S"5 
oeir,r4stupd,v,4zeteiv. elteaest.e4..001.4m.epyie
SOlas li & LIST AND G. 1'. K01.111, PADUCAH, KY,
ADVERTISE Iv THE SUN
L'VE
sELL
TtIF
BPST
TOBED 25. *1
Timely
Suggestion
GAS HEATER
COMFORT
As an auxiliary to your
coke furnace you will find
it invaluable. With it you
can make your dining
room, sitting room or bed
room comfortable at any
hour when your coke fire
is insufficient.
ATrial Will Convince You
Mail us this -coupon and our
solicitor will call.
Address
THE PADUCAH LIGHT AND POWER CO,
"0"1111111111..11111 11reft  sweestre--r""11 11MINICe
BUY YOUR COAL NOW
Coal will advance Nov. 1. Can ate in great de-
mand, and mines find it impossible to get enough
empty cars to fill orders. The excessive demand
for coal at this time is causing a shortage both in
coal and cars and the sooner you get your order
placed for your winter coal the quicker it can he
delivered.
Delays will be expensive to you, so orier now.
Luzerne Coal is the best produced in Kentucky.
We are exclusive agents.
_
1 Barry & HennebergerBOTH PHONES 70
Guy Nance. Lee Nance, Jr. M. Nance, Rsubseruer
- White Airibulawc• far Stet' anti Legurete,O,ply•
CIUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
Now isheene 334. Old Phone 649
Open Day and Night.
'301'O '"4- •
P A G E'S RESTUARANT
F'or quick lunches. Short orders a specialty. (live us tt trial.
PAGE'S, 119 South, Third St
n 6 rti- Ti/ON 
Ahvs7-6/v-
__DENKER
COAL Co,
Remember these facts are not misleading. You can buy Kentucky or Pittsburg Coal from us,
and guaranteed, too. We give just as big bushels, just as good coal and as much coal as y,our
money will buy aqywhere.
Cl
•
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SHIRTS
Stiff. Shirts and winter-weight
soft shirts; imported Madrases
and Oxford cloths; and pique
bosoms-, with matched percale
bodies. Regular and coat styles;
attaehed or separate cuffs; E. &
W., Manhattan and our own
brands; in the new plaids aiiff-
checks and- popular conservative
patterns. Prices fl to $5. Same
qualities as heretofore, with in) .
raise in prices.
TIES
:Arc NeAwear—the same high-
grade silks which have always
gone into our famous half-dollar
ueckweac--Baratheas, reps; Ben
galines, etc.: French fold and
lined four - in - hands, all the
newest patterns, novelty and
conservative.
WAISTCOATS
Our handsome window of.Par-
ker & Finn's late creations in
Fan Waistcoats is attracting
wide-spread attention. See the
window; 52.541 to $10.
• • • • • • •  1411
• .ter.PAIR ••••••••••
-
N5 MINTY
409-415,BROADWAY.
•••
The Best Place to Buy
And Why
1RST WHY---We own our business house; built it years ago whenit cost very much less than it would cost now; and all we have tocharge up to rent is the interest on the money then invested.
SECOND "WHY"—We pay cash for every dollar's worth ofmerchandise that comes into our stocks, and thereby save enoughscounts to amount to a pretty fair profit.
' THIRD "WHY"---The great bulk of our business enables us to buy inquantities large enough to secure 'inside prices" all the season, and always befirst in line for end-of-the-season bargains, which manufacturers always haveto offer.
There are other "WHYS," but these are enough for illustrating the point.And because of these and other "whys" we are keeping down prices and keep-ing up quanties; although everything's gone up, and we, like other merchants,are paying more for goods this season than ever before.
One of the most potent of these other "whys" is that we do not specializeon any one line, though we, of course, have our favorites, just as you would.Instead, we offer for your approval six complete and perfectly fashioned linesof ready-service clothing, each conceded, by those who know, to be the bestof its class.
Canterberry Fine Clothes—For particular men. Suits and Overcoats$20.00 to $45.00.
College Brand Clothes—For the young chap who expects originality incut and fabric. Suits and Overcoats $10.00 to $30.00.
The Washington—One of our late acquisitions in really fine things. Suitsand overcoats $18.00 to $30.00.
The Hamberger---A line of clothing for which there is a large and steadydemand irom our regular customers. Suits and overcoats $15.00 to $25.00.
Henry J. Brock & Co.'s Union Label Clothing---Made from beginning to endby skilled union workmen. Suits or overcoats $7.50 to $25.00.
The Walcoff—The strongest popular priced line on the market today.Suits and overcoats $7.50 to $15.00.
BOYS' AND YOUTHS' CLOTHES
Worthy of very special attention is our exhibit of new belt suits, single and double breasted,
with plain or bloomer trousers and the new ideas•in Sailors, Russians and Norfolks. They are
high grade novelties, to be found only at our store, and of which we will have no duplicates.
Priced from $5.00 to $15.00.
The 133yif Knee Pants Suits which we sell at $2.50 to $10 and the Reefers and Overcoats at
$3.50 to $12.50 are such goods as sell elsewhere at $3.50 and $4.00 to $12 and $15. The highest
class goods in novelty and standard styles are displayed. 
Our Youths' Suits, Overcoats and Raincoats at $7.50 to $25.00 are the same goods which
would cost you $10 to $30 elsewhere. And in these we show practically everything that's shown
in men's clothes—at prices about 25 per cent. lower. First, investigate the style, the price and
fitting qualities offered you at Weille's. After that, look elsewhere if you wish. You see, we
have no doubt of our ability to please you.
A pair of extension roller skates given free with each suit costing
$3.00 or more. /
•.• ft. a • -•••••• • . • • ...am. . •••• ..... .....
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AS TO SHOES
the Stacy Adams and Nettleton
and $1; shoes and the Barry-- $3 :or
shoes for men—fdr which we—arArOir
agents—the prices rernsdn the same,
although-bur cyst is more, and ther-e
never been a -thought of reducing
qnality_ on thesir goods. We show
them in all the. current style4r_ under-
take to tit perfectly everybody in
them: and guarantee every pair sold.
On our Weille Specials for men at
$3.50 and onr $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50
shoes for boys the old prices are main
lamed and the qualities guaranteed as
good ever.
UNDERWEAR
Heavy fleece lined underwear. white
and natural colors, $1 the suit.
f'oriper's Spring Needle. heavy
ribbed balbriggan. white and natural
colors, 52 the muit.
Norfolk and New Brunswick. mm
cashmere and lambs' wool, white,
ked natural colors, $3 to $5 the suit.
Wilson Bros'. mercerized and silk,„ .,ks wrote and $5.50 to $111 suit.
Milbsing's perfect fitting under-
wear $1 to /3.5o the su:t.
11-.---1."tiHrit*rit40,4t0111111k
.ic \X. C. BOTH '44•2':.•I. • ". • 1 e 
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AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
BY TUE SUN PUBLISKINOCO.
iNtottrostATED
F M FlaliElt, President.
J. PAXTuat. General Manager.
inullecittrrion litATEes
festered at the imamate, at Paducah,
Ky.. as second clam matter.)
THE DAILY SUN
By carrier. per week  .8 .10
mail, per month. in advance  .40
mall. per year. In advance  4.50
THE WIZEILLY 1111111
Per year, by mail, postage paid 81.00
Address THk: til*N. Paducah, Ky.. . _ _
()thee, 116 South Third. Phones $11
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
York representatives._ _ - - - -
TUE SUM can be found at the follow-
ing places:
R. D. Clemente & Co.
Vain Colin Bros_
Palmer House.
John Wilt,. tin's
v. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25.
C- IRCULATION STATEMENT.
September, i3013.
1........3881 IT 3975
3 .3885 18 3948
4 .3878 19 3942
5 .3880 20 4931
6 .3902 21 3959
7 .3917 22 3949
 .3913 24 3938
10  -..:931 34 3929
11 .3900 26 3935
12 .3911 27 4019
-13  2950 28 4045
14 .3994 29 4003
16 .3965
Total  • 98.478
Average for September, 1906 3939
Average for September, 1905 8656
Increase .   283
Personally appeared before me,
this October 1. 1906, E. J. Paxton.
geueral manager of The Sun, who at-
arms that the above statement of the
4.:culation of The Sun for the mouth
"1 September, 1906. re true to the
best of his knowledge and be'lef.
AwwiTER. PCRYEAR, Notary Public
My commission expires January
32, 1908.
Daily Thought.
Keep in touch with today."
REPUBLICAN CITY TICKET.
elt) Judge-Emmet W. Bagby.
Aldennen.
0. B. Starks, E. E. Bell. John Far-.
ley, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen.
First Ward-John W'. liebout.
Second Ward---J. M. Uehlschlaeger.
Jr.
Third Ward-H. S. Wells.
Fourth Ward- If. W. Katterjohn.
long term; F. S. Johnston, short
term.
lefth Ward--Samuel A. 11111.
Sixth Ward-R. 8. Barnett.
School Trustees.
First NVard-J. J. Gentry.
Second Ward-J. K. liondurant.
Third Ward--H. C. Hoover.
Fourth Ward--Dr. C. (1. Warner.
Fifth Ward-Enoch Yarbro and
John Murray.
fil? GI Ward- Capt. Ed Farley
- THE SOCTIUS A'TTITITDE.
"It is hard tor a man to do right
when be is expected to do right.' It
Is lufinitely more difficult for him to
do right when everybody expects him
to do wrong."
Thus spoke the Rev. T. J. Newell,
addreceino the conference of the Col-
ored Methodist 1 hiar,h in this city.
His words could not have been bet-
ter Unveil to controvert ite• biatelne
arguments of James K. Vardaman.
governor of Sfiseiesippi and candi-
date of the United States senate.
Vardaman seeks the abrogation ot
the flfteeuth amendmeut of the con-
stitution a iid say s this:
The negroes In the south.
nonwithatanding the milliogs of -.
dollars we have spent-In attempt-
Ing_to educate them, are becom-
ing more Irresponsible, more
_ .41srespeetful-of kw and niore
animai-like in their characters
And demires,_ _
Fie a self-exploiting Politician.
anxious to may something Ilia). will
catch the care of the telegraph edi-
tots.
The Rev, T J Newell is Just as
true a .fflithron as Governor Yards-
Man, very much more of a gentle-
man. and inflnitely superior intellec-
tually. But he le a Christian gentle-
man extending hope and good will
to members of another rare, strug-
gling lip toward the light. and so be
"To say that you have not
dole, the heat you could would
be the truth. No man does the
best he "are You have, howev-
er, conic a long-way in the last
forte )(ars. Don't. let linefeed,'
become discouraged, for amid
the darkness and the blackness
I see the light of a better era
dawning. The time has come
when the good white men and
the good hawk men must stana
together, Tho; best friends the
colored people have in the world
Are here in the south The best,
friends the white people in the
south have are the southern ne-
groes. The best way for this
land to become the best land on
God's earth is for the white
mu sad the black man to staid
toghther for righteoognee...-
Vardaman contilbuati this re-
inarkable tilt of original informathea
to the slim of human knowledge in
support of his pretensions:
The laws now specilleaty rec-
ognize the differeuce between
the white man nal the Indian,
the Chinaman, the Eskimo or
the Malay. There is just as
wide a gay between the whets
man and the negro.
The laws of :he United States rec-
ognize no difference between Malays.
Chinese or Caucasians who are citi-
zen, of this couotry. Our immigra-
tion laws may put up the bars on
certain aliens, but a Chinaman
stands on a level with the white man
before the bar of justice.
It is the attitude of men such as
Vardaman that Inspired Dr. New011
to ea) in pity: "It is hard for a man
to do right when he is expected io
do right. it is infinitely Wire diffictelt
for him to do right when everybody
expects him to do wrong"
We believe that Dr. Newel aid
not Vardaman represents the true
eentimem of the south.
THE WATFCR CONTRACT.
The water contract the council has
ordered submitted to the voters at
the election next month is receiving
careful consideration, and, where
given. every one seems to favor R.
The mayor approves of it. and has
ordered the entire ('ontract printed
In the local papers every day tot that
all voters may acquaint themselves
with it.
The contract will met *Rh some
opposition from some people who
think they Nee in It something that
will -bind the city up so that it won't
be in it position to erect its own wa-
ter system in event it wahes to do
so. However, a reading of the cos-
tract will not reveal anything of that
nature.
"I am In favor of the city makiag
the eontract the council proposed."
said Mayor Yeiser. "and I see so rea-
Mill for any opposition to it. There
is nothing objectionable et it. and 1
shall vote for it. ,Every man, woman
and child who knows anything about
suet matters knows that I favor the
city owning Re ow* water works
Plant, and if this contract would pre-
vent anything of that sort I should
(.14)0.W it. An it does not, I favor it."
The contract means a saving to
the city of $lem.000 In 18years, and
it does not in any way affect the right
the city has to purchase the water
Plant at any Period that it can under
the company's franchise.
As the contract Is ti be found in
al: of the papers, it is the duty of all
voters to read It so that they may
vote on it intelligently. Don't take
any one's word for what may
be in it, or what is not, but read it
for your self.
Tbe rise of Secretary Coleco on to
one of the most important posts In
the government should be ao inspire--
tem to ever) young man with any
ambition and energy. Corteiyou was
a mere stenographer ite one of the
deparitmats at Washington during
Clevelandes administration. and une
day Mr. Clevelad having some very
important stenographis work to do.
asked for a good Urge, and Cortelyou
was sent to hint. He made such an
impression on the president that he
was. kept as one of the stenographers
to the president. Wheu McKinley
came into office he sa- retained, and
at the death of Mcietniey 'a secretary,
Porter. Cortelyou was promoted to
the position. How well he discharged
the duties of that office and his pro-
gress sinew es known to every Dews-
paper reader. Roosevelt retained
him as treretare. Then he took him
into the cabinet am secretary of c0111-
nit rye and labor; made him his cam-
paign manager arid brought him back
after the eke:lion to the postmaster
generalehip. where he has made sig-
nal :success in his work of reorganiz-
ing one of the greatest of the gov-
ernment departments, and now It
goes to the treasury department.
'shah in many particulars is the most
important branch of the government
occupiel by a cabinet officer Let
every young titan take (teeth inspira-
tion from Corte:you's success, there
are mane. like htmein the country.
and only opportunity is needed to
brig them into the limelight
The perk bond issue Is Meeting with
support from every source, according
to the reports of the park commis-
sioners. and Sill tarry. It is pro'
-ably the best stirtene fur giving the
city parks that hats beeo__ devised.
Feder the lase 5c on the $itei as-
sessment each rear is to go to the
park_commiseloners, and the board
is -merely asking that a bond ionic
of $100,000 be made, so that it can
buy all the park sites now, and it
promises to take care of the payment
of the bonds, and the interest there-
on out of the perk fend. In this Stay
the 'auks won't coat the taxpayors
any thing.
•
The Issuance nf loo.noit for it ies
won't prevent the city from iss
bonds to erect a light plant or w
system, regardless of what some gore
heads will tell you. Paducah can
Matte $e3e.001, of bonds now, and
more in case of an emergency, and as
the 'value of the realty increases the
amount Increases each year.
ng
er
Mayor Telmer, Dr. Murrell, H. C.
Rhodes and Dr. H. P. Sights are the
character of men who floe proposed
the park system agitated lay the park
commissioners, and they are to do
effective work for it.
The news dispatches say the price
of "straight" whisky will go up on
account of a ruling of the pure food
<Timelines. The Kentucky Cbkmels.
or some of them, will yet drink wa-
ter
THE WISIX)11 OF JAMES J.
Foresight Is the quality for which
the etoso.-lates of James J. Hill con-
sider him meet distinguished. Persons
who do business in the northwestern
quarter of the United States rarely
have a new commercial idea except
to discover that Mr. 1111 thought of it
ten or a dozen years ago, mid turned
it to the profit and supremacy of the
Great Northern railroad. So con-
spicuous Is this quality in Mr. Hill
that not a few gereous describe him
In tennis which are the commercial
equivalent of seer and prophet. When.
therefore, Mr. Hill bend, his mind to
the future of the United States, to fall
to pay attention would be reekleattnella
Mr. Hill's present warning is that we
are rioting through our natural re
sources with criminal improvIdence.
"By 1950, iron," be says--and Mr.
Hill knows iron-"will have retreat-
ed almost to the company of the
precious metals. The peril Is not one
of remote geologic time, but of this
geeeretion." .1nd the heedless waste
of coal and all our other hatural re-
eourcee points the path to the same
economic poorhouse. It would be in-
teresting to know whether it was a
grateful regard for the feelings of the
Republican party or merely the limi-
tations of time which forbade Mr. Hill
to point out the tariff is the most ob-
vious abettor of the waste of our re-
sources.
The remedy for threatened exhaus-
tion of natural resources lies in the
hoe. We must turn industry and in-
telligence away front the factory and
back to the farm. The soil, differing
from iron and coal, is only renewable
wealth. It is the only dependable
resource to give food and comfort to
the two hundred million Americans
of forty-five years from now. We
must point inventors, chtruisus and
scientists to the consideration of earth
"Agriculture. In the most intelligent
meaning of the term," WS Mr. Hill,
something almost unknown in the
United States." Instead of it we have
"a light scratching of the hien and
the gathering of all it can be made to
produce by the most rapidly exhaust-
ive methods." Agriculture must be
more intensive. The individual farm-
er must have fewer acres 'and more
hoes. He must nurse his soil, and see
to it that it produces more next year
than it did last. Evolution in farm-
ing is taking the directiou which Mr.
Hillipoints. Irrigation Is making the
change. Farming an irrigated ranch
ill a problem in chemistry-- there is a
fixed quantity of soil, a fixed quan-
tity of sunshine, and the water can be
measured out to suit. Thts kind of
agriculture will evolve a very differ-
ent farmer town the harried and hope
less 'Odin of too much sun in May
and too much water in July. who has
learned to accept the crop that
tisane(' donates him. Moreover. irri-
Retid land being more expensive.
farms will be smaller -from twenty
to forty acres will probably be the
unit in the arid we've And in this te
deney lies much of the stability- of
our future.---From Collier's for Octo-
ber 6, 1906.
THE GREATtST PASSAGE IN
ENGLISH LITERATURE.
I Edwin Markham In "Success Maga-
zine.",
To ask for the one most justly
reiebrated passage in English prose
literature is like asking for the one
most justly celebrated ,sort of fruit
in the orchard. There are sestet) a
score of equally worthy passage's,
each one =Meg its especial appeal
to a different Mood of the mind.
Ruskin's description of Turner's
Slave Ship satisfies our love for t1.
majestic color and motion of tie
sea. De Quincey's reverie on the Ne-
Wee in Orlon carries a sense of the
vastness and myetehy of the sky. Pa-
ter's picturing of the Shield of Her-
cules rebuilds for us the light and
tefe of buried Hellas. Swinburne's
eulogy of Rosetti astounds us with
the milendoreand speed of his words.
Gallienne's emote fancy, 'The
Twelve Wells," stirs our hearts with
the precious disquiet of old sorrows
etor Hugh's oration in "The Mau
eVho Laughs" awakens in us the en-
nobling passion of humanity. Lin-
coinese"Gettyaburg Speech" hushes
the- soul with ink floe appeal to the
heroic In the hear( of man.
I might go on to mention Emer-
son, Poe. Thoreau, Hawthorne, Lake
Harris, Jeremy Taylor, as well as
St. Matthew, St. John, Isaiah, Job,
and other peers in ,the parliament of
words. But I content myself with
making the one selection that is
perhape my favorite in most of my
moods. I .refer to that stately and
sonorous passage from Carlyle's
"Sartor Resorted," where he sees
history. as a stupendous procession,
forth-Issuing from Cimmerian Night
and vanishing Into pethetie and
fathomless Silence. Here is the pas-
sage:
"Like some wild-flaming. wild-
thundering train of Heaven's Artil-
lery, does thie myeterious Mankind
thunder and flame, in long-drawn,
quick-et/receding grandeur, through
the unknown Deep. Like a God-cre-
ated. flre-breathing Spirit-host, tee
emerge from the inane: haste storm-
fully across the astonished Earth:
then plunge again tato the inane.
Earth's mountains are leveled, and.
her seas filled up, In our passage:
can the Earth, which is but dead and
• vision, retest Spirits which have re-
ality and are alive? On the hardest
adamant some footprint of us is
stamped in; the last Rear of the host
BM whence? 0 Heaven, whither?
Sense knows not. Faith knows not,
onli that it le through Mister)" to
Mystery, from God to God "--Sue-
rea.11.
DOES CIRCUS; STUNT.
DETECTIVE MOORE
will read traces of the Earliest vss•
John Rogers, Jr.. Takes a Merry-Go-
Round Ride on • Fire Hoek- Reel.
After being whirled about the
drum of a hose reel revolving at the
rate of 120 revolutions per minute,
John Rogers, Jr.. a marbleise helper
in the lot.al Illinois Central shops.
turned a-sOatereault and landed safe-
ly on his feet uninjured, and with
one of the neatest circus feats ever
attributed to a professional perfor-
mer, to lets credit.
Rogers belongs to the maelen-
ist's fire lighting brigade which is
In close competition with the erig-
*de of the car repairing department.
When the fire drill was held yester-
day Rogers was one of the three who
pulled the hose reel away from the
plug after the hose had been made
fast. His feet were not working fast
enough and he went down.
Preferring the dizziness of a' good
spinning to being run over by the
heavy hand reeehe caught the drum
and fastened his hands In the hose.
tie was whirled about and finally be-I
coming frightened let Ito.
Rogers went high into the air,
made a complete revolution and
landed on his feet. He was muddled
for a .hort time but soon was work-
ing with his companions. Hie escape
from serious injury Is considered
narrow.
TWO BOHEMIAN%
Ate Married This %fondue by County
Judge Lightfoot.
County Judge R. T Lightfoot had
the distinction of marrying a couple
of Bohemian's this morning. They
sere truly Bohemian*, and the bride
could not speak English The li-
cense was procured aftet some diffi-
culty on the part of the groom to
make the clerk saderstand what he
sainted. With his bride he repaired
to the nearest Place to get the knot
nod. which Wait" Judge Lightfooes
ofnee They hail from Belleville,
III. The groom was William Paul
Steffee 22 rears old, and the bride
Magdalina Sehebal, 17 yours old.
Fail ('stases Deed h.
*unready lie. K3 Oct. 25 --Mrs.
e'leveland Bunch, aged eighteea,
died at her home: here yesterday af-
ternoon ard will be buried this even-
ing at The ?smile burelng ground near
this place. Tao weeks ago, while at
work in her kitchen. the floor sudden-
ly gave way precipitating her Into
the easement illigoet, •414stanee of see
eral feet. She alighted in a &Whig
posture, and besides the Internal id-
Juries sus(ained, the shoqk to her
nervous 11)etella was So great she
never recovered She suffered great.
i.> until death. She leaves a husband
hut no children.
During the siege of Paris two and
a half million letters left the city by
halloon.
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YOU DON'T-HIV( TO Welt
" Every acne wakes you feel better. Lar• Peg
keeps 'oar wh,,le 'milder right. Sold ,ur tbe
mosey-beck pies rwrywhere Price go, veal.
The 11-iituni of Cold Weather.
Probably at no time of the year
does the physical condition of the
body demand more attention then
Just at this season, the beginning of
cold weather.
Let the system be run down, or the
blood impoverished to any extent and
the cold weather goes hard with you.
Naturally the thing to do is to
get the circulation in good orderand
the whole system toned up to stand
the rigors of winter.
Some physicians prescribe the dai-
ly told bath, others seek recourse In
blood tonics, and other Mime:ants,
but. Probably the most rational treat-
ment of all is the Osteopathic, as
Osteopathy more quickly, and more
effectively rights the blood flow and
restores normal conditions than any
other known treatment.
Osteopathy is only a natural
treatment, a method of bloodless sur-
gical manipulations to remove any
obetructione interfering with the pro-
per transference of nerve force, or
natural blood flow, or the other flu-
ids, to the organ or part involved.
should like to have you call and
let me tell of some Paducah people
whom you know 'Neil that Osteopa-
thy has done Mach "for, and also to
tell you what It will (Men your par-
Ocular case.
My office hours.are trod) 9 to '13
and 2 to 6, 616 Broadway. Phone
1401. bjg, Q. a. FROMM.
TO PAY ONE CENT
The Popular Detective Wins
Suit Against Him.
Jones and Girowohart Held Over to
Citsuit Court by Police Judge
Puryear.
THE GRIND (W THE COURTS
One cent and costs was the ver-
dict read in circuit court this morn-
ing whets the jury reported as action
in the case of E. B. Osborne against
Detective T. J. Moore and his bond.
the Title Guaraty and Trust company,
The jury gut the case yesterday af-
ternoon late and reported just before
noon.
Detective Moore received informa-
tion that Oaborue was wanted in Mc-
Kenzie, Tenn., for carrying a reed-
ver concealed on his person. He was
arrested here and held some time
pending word from the Tennessee
police. They failed to send here af-
ter him and Osborne filed a suit for
$1'e,000 damages against the detec-
tive and his bond.
The ease of Helen Seitz against the
Paducah Traction company. and &
H. Jewell against the Paducah Trac-
tion company, were continued.
The case of Samuel Spencer
against the Paducah Traction com-
pany was continued.
The case of E. S. Diuguid against
Charles A. Wagner end others was
continued.
Held to circuit Court.
More evidence eas heard la the
case of Charles Grosshart, Charles
Tremaine and Wood Jones for selling
overvoats that dud trot belong to
them.
Jones was warranted this morning
after the court had secured sufficient
evidence to show that he aided Gross-
hart in selling the coat. Tremaine
was beastly drunk and took the gar-
ment from a room over the Marble.
Hall saloon. Ht did not remember
of the act. Witnesses say that
Jones took the coot from Tremaine
when Tretualue (elf" lit a drunken
stupor,
Judge Puryear held the Jou,* and
Grofiehart buys over and Is reserving
his derision in the came against Tre-
wallet, an old actor who specters to
led highl) educated and this victim of
bad eatiociatee and equally as had
Trerealue pawned one of the
two coats iaulen. They belonged to
P1'0et1ettir• 11111tortf;"0?' !he' :"Idarb re
Hall saloon.
James J. Tinsley flied a deed in
county court today traneferriug to
the Paducah 1i:tree/try company two
horses and a waguu for a debt of
$3(4.
Cisanted With Fighting.
Jim Harrisoo, colored, waa arrest-
ed this afternoon by Patrolman Aaroe
Hurley on a warrant charging .him
with striking Charles Willfame, an-
other negro, with a buggy spoke The
light occurred Monday at a pool room
on lower Kentuck avenue. and Wil-
liams is still in bed suffering from a
serious wound in the head His sis-
ter appeared and swore out the war-
rant. Harrison is charged with ma-
licious assault with intent to kill.
New Cheese is Arrest.
Lennie Vance sad Will Haees, col-
ored, operators of a pool room on
lower Keatucky avenue, were arrest-
ed th:s afternoon charged with per-
mitting a minor to play pool.
Polite Court.
Matthew Scott, colored, was pro
seated in police court this-Morning
charged with grand larceny. He is
alleged to have stolen a gold watch
and revolver from Margaret Belecol-
ored. The evidence seems to be ca-
cunastatittal.
"Scott was the cooly Man in my
house before I missed My property,"
the negress declared when swearing
out the warrant." He had knowledge
of where I kept the watch and pis-
tol. I did not see hint get the prop-
erty, but have been told that he
tried tersell a pistol."
It is another of those complicated
eases for the court to ferret out. The
woman has been unable to find the
man who claims that Scott tried to
sell him a pistol. Scott works for E.
D. Hannan, the plumber, and has
borne a. good reputation.
Other cases: Alfred Galancolored
disorderly conduct, continued; Pat
Gorruare disorderly conduct, dismiss-
ed.: Charles Bate!. using font lan-
guage on the streets. $25 and costs;
Henry Hedges, using profanity on
the depot platform, $10 sad costs.
Deeds.
Victoria Carrel and others to Geo.
W. Smith, property in the county
$2,500.
Verdict Reversed,
Attorneys Hendricks. Miller &
Marble have received notice of the
reversal of the case of Richard
White's, adminietrator, against the
Chicago, New Orleans and St. Louis
railroad In the appellate eourt.
White was killed while working on
Tennessee river bridge The adminis-
trator su.od for $25.000 damages
atid theeease was taken to the feder-
al -etnItt-rtte Saki& Of the LlYlig-
Iton circuit judge was appealed to
'the Mate court of appeals and the
Paducah attorneys won. It is to be
:teed at Stulthland next term of
court.
Marriage Licenses.
James Rice, ?deviate 29 years old,
to Ida Sherrou, Lone Oak, 24 years
old.
Andrew J. Lhasa), of Franklin,
Ky., 63 years old, and Sidney Arter-
here. of Franklin, 55 years Old, were
married this afternoon eep-the county
court house by County Judge R. T.
Lightfoot. The groom has bean mar-
ried three times and the bride twice.
WOMAN'S SLAYERS.
Chicago Murderers Had Made Care-
ful Mum and Awaited (Mance.
Moscatine, Ia., Oct. 25.-A man
FUNK/nevi to be Leonard Leopold
wanted In connection with the alleg-
ed slaying of Mrs Margaret Leslie,
the actress, in Chicago, was arrested
here yesterday on a Rock Islam! Cal-
ifornia train
Chicago, Oct 25.-In the type-
written confession of Howard E
Nicholas. the theatrical manager who
with Leonard Leopold, a druggist,
killed and robbed Mrs. Margaret
Leslie. an actress,. early Thursday
morning, was made public by the po-
llee.
The murder had been planned by
the two men in Nicholas' room in
the Palace hotel three days before
it was executed, and each night af-
ter the details were arranged the two
kept watch in the corridors, until at
last a favorable opportunity for car-
rying out the plans arrived.
The plans for the murder and its
euceessful execution as outlined by
Nicholas in his confession rival the
hest efforts of the melodramatic pen,
and so neatly were its details car-
ried out that a coroner's jury re-
turned a verdict of suicide, and the
police practically gave up work on
the case until Mrs. Leslie's father
came to the city, insisting that his
daughter was killed, and demanding
that the authorities sift the mystery
to the bottom.
PERMANENT PAM4WORD
Adopted by the Knights of Friglan at
New Orleans
New Orleans, 0( • 25-The prac-
tice of changing beret-annually the
pass word of the Knights of Pythias
was abolished today by order of the
Supreme Lodge. It was decided to
substitute a permanent page word in
place of the semi-minuet word. The
Supreme Lodge spent several hours in
secret session oonsidering other mat-
ters of the Attlee - Action upon the
proposed Insurance changes gave
place temporartly to this ritualistic
work.
It was annoepeed that statutes rel-
ative to the board of control, endow-
ment rank, had been cbsussed to in-
crease the number of members from
seven to nine, one of these new mom-
hers to ire selected from the Supreme
Lodge and the other to be the out-
gulag supreme chancellor.
Chicago was selected for perman-
ent headquarters of this board.
Bankruptcy Notice.
In the District Court of the United
States for the Western District of
Kentucky, in Bankruptcy:
In the matter of Finis W. Peer', a.
bankrupt.
On this 24th day of October. A.
D. 1906, on considering the petitiob
of the aforesaid bankrupt for dis-
charge filed oa the 23rd day of Oc-
tober, A. D. 1906, it is ordered bl
the court that a hearing be had up-
on (be same on the 10th day of No-
vember, A. D. 1906 befere said
court, at Louisville. said district, at
10 o'clock in the forenoon, or as
neear thereto as practicable; and
that notice thereof be published one
erne in the Paducah Suo, a newspa-
per printed In said district, and
that all known creditors and other
persons In interest may appear at
said time and place and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of
the said petitioner should sot be
granted.
Witness the Honorable Waiter Ev-
ans. Judge of the said court, and
the seal thereof, at_Padticah, in said
district on the 23tb day of October.
A. D. 1906.
J. R. PURYEAR, Clerk,
Bankruptcy Notice.
In the Dietrict Court of the United
States for the Western District of
Kentucky, in Bankruptcy.
In the matter of Richard F.
Brown, a bankrupt.
On this 24th day of October, A. D.
1906. on considering the petition of
the aforesaid bankrupt for discharge,
filed on the 23rd day of October. A.
D. 1906, It Is ordered by the court
that a hearing be had upon the same
on the 10th day of November, A. D.
1906, before said court, at Louisville,
said district, at 10 o'clock in the
forenoon, or as near thereto as prac-
ticable; and that notice thereof be
published one time in the Paducah
Sun, a newspaper printed in said
district, and that all known credit-
ors and other pereone In Interest
may appear at said time and place
and show rammer any they have,why
the prayer of the said petitionor
should not be granted.
Witness the Honorable Walter
Keens, Judge of the said court, aod
the seal thereof, at Paducah. In said
district, on the 34th day of October,
A. D. 1908.
.t. 111 PUR:YEAR, Clark.-4
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The river is falling here slowly but
steadily. The gauge this morning
registered a stage of 9.3, a fall of .2
in the last 24 hours. BUStnent1 at the
wharf continuos quiet.
The Harth arrived from the Tees-
neesee river yesterday and left today
for the same river after ties.
The Dick Fowler had a good pato
senger trip to Cairo this morning.
Barge repairing coutinues at the
ways and dry docks.
The ervansville Courier says the
Loulavile packet Morning Star ar-
rived in Louisville yesterday with a
full crew of farmer boys. The negro
rousters had become searce so they
are trying white labor. On the face
of it, it looks like the farmer boys
are better than the negroes, but ex-
perience of Paducah boats has showa
that white labor will work hard on
a spurt, then burns out in a shoit
time.
The Louella. a small oleasere gnu,
line boat, arrived yesterdar on the
way to New Orleans. The leutela
has collie all the way from Detroit
without leavens the water except be-
tween Pittsburg and Pbilaielphla.
The boat went through the grim'
lakes, through the Erie caoel aad
down to Philadelphia.
The towboat Wm. Kidenlioru with
a flue new railroad transfer huge in
tow, passed down from Piltsbur; yes-
terday with the Red river as the des-
tination.
The Dunbar was the Evansville
packet today. The Henry Haley ar-
rived at 4:30 yesterday nit rrnuon
and left soon after on the retura trap.
The Kentucky will arrive n IJie
Tennessee river tonight
Sixty beacon lights will be estab-
lished by the government along the
Minks of the Monongahela river be-
tween Pittsburg and Fairmont, R.
as a result of years of agitation
by peots. The United States light-
house tender Golden Rod, in com-
mand of Capt. H. M. Horton, aerie-
eJ there yeeterdso.and the work of
establishing the lights will start to-
day. Commander James H. Oliver.
United States navy, in charge of
lighte.of this district, will be aboard
the Golden Rod and designate the
paces where the lights shah be
erected. For each light a tender lit
lug in the vicinity will be selected
and the positions carry a eatery of
between $5 and Si% per month. As
the Golden Rod is too high to pass
under the Browasilile bridge the
government boat. General Theodore
Schwan, will be used above the
bridge. There are sow in that dis-
trict along the•Ohlo. Kanawha and
Tetsuo-see river 546 lights which
every night threw out beacon lights
over 1 350 miles of river sad the
lights of the Monongahela river trill
be numbered from 547 to 606. Pi-
lot William Gilmore will be at the
wheel of the Golden Rod during the
:rip. George Thompson. a deekhand
on the Enterprise, was drowned
Monday by falling overboard. He
lived in Parkersburg. The accident
occurred 75 miles above Cincinnati.
The Ohio at EvarevIlle and Mt.
Vernon will commence rising to-
night or Thursday and rise for sev-
eral days. At Paducah and Cairo will
remain practically stationary during
the next 36 to 49 hours.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, and the effseissippi from
below St. Louis to Cairo, no mate-
rial change during the next 36 hours
Rempters Frolic.
It was not a football game on ii.e
wharf yesterday afternoon, hut some
of the moonset tackles made would
have put Yale or Harvard to shame
and the Paducah Illgh school team
could have seen a practice-lemon-
stration of hen' to_ make a fearless
tackle if they had witnessed the pa-
torment°. _
While loading some pigs on thu
steamer Clyde several got loose oe
the Wharf and the roasters set also it
catchIng them. They could not dr:v.•
them- onto the wharfboat so the only
way to catch them was to grab them
by the legs and carry them. The pigs
ran as hard as they could and for a
long while every time a rouster at-
tempted to catch a pig's hind legs be
missed. Of course every time they
missed a boll while running at full
speed on the steep wharf. the muster
turned 'several somersaults down the
wharf on the hard coble stones 92'.'-
cry such occasion was greeted with
roars of laughter by the !outwore
around the wharf and spurred the
musters on to greater efforts.
Several severe falls were gotten
by the routers before the pets were
caught and then they had to be
"toted" to the boat on chain bars.
They tried to make each pig walk on
his front feet while they held hls
hind feet, wheelbarrow like, but that
wouldn't work.
Spring Flowers.
To have H3acinths, Tulips and Nar-
cleans to bloom In the spring you
Must pleat the bulbs this fall You
can get all kinds at Brunson's. -129
Broadway,
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THER11410AY, OCTOLIEtt
The very newest and most
stylish garments for ladies,
misses and children are to be
found in the immense stock at
Winne hady-is-
Wear Stars.
311 Broadway
basin lleady-le-
"Ws Sine.
317 Broadway
t Lead L LINES.  •
-Just received a shipment of
Stacy-Adams, Stetsou, Edwin Clapp
and Douglass Shoes. Regular price
$6.00; our price 33.75 and $4.00 at
Ike Cohen's Pawn Shop, 106 S. Sec-
ond St.
-The Elks' committee on arrange•
meats for the dedication of the new
Elks' Home the formal opeulog, and
the memorial services, will meet to-
night to arrange programmes, etc.
-Remember! When you buy coal
from Bradley Brothers you are buy-
ing i.lte very best to be had fur the
tummy. Phone 339
Wilson and Miller C. Nel•
son. attorneys at Smithiand have
opened a law °Mee at Eddyvilje.
They enjoyed a big learease in pat-
ronage and found the branch °Mee
geeeielery.
-Taxpayers whose names ap-
pear in the official delinquent list in
Tbe Sun may have their names
sir ick.en off by pay lag their taxes. As
they are paid tne names are taken
Out of the paper.
Attorney E. W. Bagby left this
morning for Cairn to appear for the
defense in the cass ot Will Scott tad
Others, colored, agalbst the Vacs-
villta Cairo and Paducah Packet com-
ps:no Five negroes sue the boat for
$2,0(0) each for damages In the fail-
ure of the boat officers to permit the
reit-roes to ride from Cairo to Metrop-
olis in the white people's cabin on
the-Dick Fowler on August 9th.
on destre to sate mate a
benne': 'pmen yotrr emir &deaf
fere November 1st with Bradley
13rot hers P tome 339.
---Beautify your home surround-
isigs by planting W'orld's Fair prize
mistime lawn gram seed this tall.
You get it at Struuson'a, 519 Broad-
way. r
-Fire-Isle of wall paper. Kelly
& Umbaugh. All papers at half
s price, 321 Kentucky avenue. Phone
665.
-Mr. P. W. Katterjohn went to
Dawson today to inspect mining
property he recently purchased. He
is preparing to develope his mining
interests, and will probably take
some definite action on his return.
-Remember, we are the only deal-
er* in the city who can Mealier you
the famous Big Muddy Carterville,
IlL, coal. Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist. 200
Fraternity building.
-City subscribers to the Dally
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to The Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
--The Missionary society of the
First Presbyterian churc.h will meet
Friday afternoon at 230 o'clock In
the pastor's study.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
The cooking demonstrations at
tbe Rhodes-Burford store are still
continuing with much success and
are being well-patronized. The
young ladies of the First Presbyte-
rian church served a Is carte dinner
today. The Woman's Board of the
Home of the Friendless will be in
charge tomorrow.
--The Sun office is prepared to
furnish the very latest things in en-
graved or printed calling cards and
Invitations of any sort, and Is mak-
ing epeeist prices now.
--Something new under the sun
Peter Pan Glove Supporters, at R.
D. Clements k Co. •
-Five hundred score cerds for
sale at The Sun °Mee-twenty-five
cents each.
-Ladies'. Iliteseaciety of the First
Baptist church will .meet Friday af-
ternoon at 3 o'citerk with Mrs. A. C.
Wahl. 407 Clay street.
-Our bulimia of coal are no larger
than other &rime who give it
pounds. to the bushel, but no chalet-
will Vie inure than we do for your
Money, Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
M. E. Presiding Eider Rev. J. H.
Roberta., D. D.. of Jackson district.
nte, becomia.sory popular isith. all bis
preacitec' a, so mutts no that a recein
meeting of thy preachers has been
held and they send request to Bish-
op W. W. Duncan for his return a,,
presiding elder for the coining year.
-Jacksonville ,Toinsa.. Sun.
-It Is now time to Inapt Ian
bulbs for spring blooming. We have
all kinds. C. L. Brourion & Cu., 529
Broadway.
-Score cards for the game Faye
Hundred for sale at The Sun office
at 25e.
POSTOFFICE ESTLIL1TE
Is About 1118.000,000 More Than the
Increase or Previous Year.
Washington, Oct. 23.-- Poeturas-
ter-Gezeral Cortely on, has submitted
to the secretary of the treasury for
transmisirion to congress estimates
-Messrs. Bert King, Joe Bonds, for the penitence department and the
Charles M1chels:1n and Walter Fish-
er. members of the Paducah Military
band, went to Princeton, Ky., this
morning to piny with the band of
that plaee.at a political meeting
-For Dr. Poodle). ring 416.
-When you order a rig from us
YOU irte talking to one of the pro-
plietors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) who writee, files
and ells the order at appointed
--The subject for tonight at the
portal beetle* of the coming finance
year. The amount asked for mainte-
nance of service is $206.062,19J, a
net increase of $15,000,000.
The estimates last year were
about $12.0.00,000 in excess of the
appropriations for the year berore.
The Increase this year is about 
000,000 more than. the inerease last
year. The apparently large increase
according to the department repre-
sents but a normal advance, made
necessary by constantly growing
Christian chapel in Worten's addr- needs and public demand for- im-
tion, "The Turning Point Man's proved facilities.
Life."
Out-of Town
Medicines...
Very often an article is not
known in this market which •
may be desired by some one
who has used it elsewhere.
We Can Get It
Even from foreign Mutts
tries if neoessary, in the least
possible time. It is our chief
'desire to serve our customers
well-better than our coin-
petitorti do if possible.'
Night bell at side door.
Free, prompt delivery all
over town from 7 a. in. to 10
p.m.
R. W. WALKER CO.
Iscotte rated
DRL.700113T8
FM Set histam. MO lbws 175
IngialtsUataidaDlais.
Ht)TEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer: J. C. Rose, Boston, Date
- bacr, Louisville; A. C. thiggenhel-
Mel., New York: T. S. Goff, Cincin-
nati; J. E. Warren, St. Louis; J. B.
Cox. Evansville; L. M. Wingfield, To-
ledo, O.; L. 8. Carey, Zanesville, 0.;
J. R. Buchanan. Memphis, Tenn.;
9, P. Everett. Mayneld, Ky.; G. B.
Haynes, Chicago; S. M. Levuson,
New York: C. A. Myers, Oskar, Ky.:
C L. Chase, Memphis; Bunk Gard-
ner. Mayfield. Ky.: F. S. Council,
Jackson, Miss.
Belvedere: 0, H. Sweatt. Cincin-
nati.: H. W. Isoeson, Cairo. Ill.; D.
C. Nellie, Cairo, Ill.; E. D. Lyon, In-
dienapelis; J. S. Chichester, St.
'Louis: R. P. Derr, Oskaloosa, I. T.:
F. T. Johnson. ,Baltliziore; S. P.
Taylor, Louisville.
Don't Went Free Seed.
Lexington, Ky., Oct. 25.-M a
joint meeting of the State Grants
and Farmers' institute here today a
resoliation was offered and unani-
mously adopted recommending that
the practice of the, United States
congress of furnishing free seeds of
all kinds to farmers throughout the
United States be discoiatinued. The
Farmers' institute first took action
on the subject, and it was later
brought before the joint convention.
Otthearibe fas Ths Ems.
THE PADUCAH KVENINti SUN
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People and
Pi4d11 ilwands
Parties sending in accounts of so-
cial etertainments still please sign
them, es The Stift so Ill not publish
communications sent in that are sot
signed.
WUlett-Rityl Wedding Today.
The wedding of Miss Therese Wil-
lett and Mr. James Patrick Rayl
was solemnized this morning at 8
o'clock at the St. Francis de Sales
Catholic church with solemn nuptial
mass, by the Rev. Father H. W.
Jansen.
lie bride was very attractive in a
stylish tailored gown of white serge
with hat, shoes and gloves to corres-
pond. There were no attendants.
Miss Mary Geagen presided at. the
organ. Immediately after the cere-
mony the couple left for Nashville
and Chattanooga on a bridal tour.
They will be at home at 1204 Broad-
way after two weeks.
Among the out-of-town guests
present for the wedding were:. Mr.
and airs. J. S. Rayl and Mr. and
Mrs. H. Rayl of Guthrie. Ky.; Mr.
and Mrs. S. T. Elliott. of 111111•12,
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Wesley Hose
king. of Rt.. Louis.
Mr. Sidney Loeb to alerry Mhos
Scheer' of Oklahoma.
The engagement is announced to-
day of Mr. Sidney H. Loeb to Miss
Minnie Schwarz. of Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma. The date of the wedding
has not been set, hnt it willprobably
be some tinie next spring.
Mr. Loeh is the-eldest son of Mrs.
Reuben Loeb, and is one of the most
prominent of the ybunger business
men in the city. He is a member of
the firm of Ldeb, Bloom & Co., one
of the most prosperous firms in the
south. It was while on a drumming
tour for his firm through the terri-
tory that Mr. Loeb met his fiancee.
Miss Schwarz comes of a very prom-
inent family in Oklahoma City..
Kamen in Paducah.
Wednesday's Louisville Times
says:
"Miss Belle Peers who has been
111 at her home at the Welasinger-
Ganibert apartment house of pneu-
monia for the past two days, was to-
day reported to be slightly Improved.
although her condition is still resi-
ous.''
Miss Peers was for sears at the
head of one of the leading Private
schools for girls In Louisville and
has numbered several Padueahans
imam her pupils. She very much
beloved.
paducah People Mew/ 54 Csir9-
- Mr George D. Ripley, Jr., and
Miss Agnes Sweeney were married
last night at Cairo by the Rev. Father
Downey, of the Catholic church at
Cairo. Mr. Riphey is the son of Mr.
George Ripley, of the Pada-oah Ice
company, sad Miss Sweeney lives at
505 North Eighth street. Both are
very popular young people. They
left for IR. Louts after the ceremony,
and will return next week and reside
at 1'13 Madition street.
---
Magazine Club.
The Magazin* club Is being enter-
tamed this afternoon by Mrs. George
Flournoy at her delightful country
home, Lolomei Lodge- Quite a num-
ber of magazines are set for discus-
sion this afternoon, and include sev-
eral not before used by the club. The
New Year book is out.
Leach to leekle-Kket.
Mrs. Henry Buds- will entertain or.
Tuesday at 1 o'clock with a luncheon
in honor of Wes Ruble Cornett and
her brides maids.
Miss Mary Belle Tesler ̀ will ar-
rive this evening from Frankfort to
visit Miss Ruble Corbett and Miss
Faith Langstaff.
Mr. A. L. Bird has returned to St.
Louis after visiting Manager J. F.
Lagerwall, of the local American
Express company.
Mr. Julius Weft has returned front
Florida. He went through a severe
golf storm while on the water, and
with other passengers narrowly es-
caped being swamped Orr the water.
Mrs. Nick Schmidt. of South Third
street, has gone to Hill City, Kansas.
to visit.
Miss Myrtle Decker and Miss
Helen Decker left last night for at.
Louts.
Mr. H. II. Lindsey and Mr. R. Rudy
went to St. Louis last night
Mrs. Dan Fitzpatrick and son John
have returned from an extended visit
in Kansas City, Mo,
Mr. Marshall Puryear will go to
McKenzie. Tenn., this week to see a
football, game between MeTyelre
school of that place and the Branham
and Hughes school at Spring Hill,
Tern,
Mrs. Campbell Flournoy, Mrs. Car-
rie Ellis and Miss Constance Flournoy
went to Cairo this morning on the
Dick Fowler and will return tonight.
Mrs. J. B. Allen. of Jefferson
street, went to Louisville today to
visit.
Mrs. W. J. McPherson, wife of the
well-known city electrical inspector.
bas returned from the east where
she had been visiting.
Mrs. Maggie Nunemacher is quite
ill at her home on South Fifth street.
Mr. Roy Broedfoot, the popular
pilot of the Dick Fowler, is sick and
off duty,
Mr. D. A. Adams and M. C. Nelson.
of Smithland, are In the city today
on *swamies.
Woos Stella and Fanny Levy, on
-New Orleans are guests of their all-
tera, Mesdames Herman Friedman
and Adolph Weil.
Coetractor G. A.- Ross is mu of fe-
ver.
Dr. C. E. Purcell has returned
from Chicago.
Mrs. Richard J. Settle left yester-
day for Paragould, Ark., to join her
husband, who is now located there.
Mrs. 0. W. Baldwin has gone - to
Sinithlaud to visit her son, air. Jas.
II. Baldwin.
Mr. Jesse 0. Rutter and bride ar-
rived here yesterday front Chicago
en route to their home in Hardin.
Miss Laura Abell, of Smithland.
returned home yeeterday.
Mr. William Hendrick returned
yesterday from Livingston county.
Police Judge Bunk Gardner, of
Mayfield, went to Benton :las morn-
ing on business. He is a candidate
for railroad commissioner and is
making an early canvass.
Captain John Webb, the well-
known drummer, went to Henderson
this morning on business.
Architect 0, D. Schmidt e as :t1
Princeton yesterday on busine,-.
Mr. J. B. Weeks, of Dover, Tenn..
returned homi yesterday after vis-
iting his brother, Mr. E. P. Weeks,
who has been quite ill.
-Miss Sue Fox and Mrs. Mills, of
Paris. Tenn., have returned home af-
ter visiting Mrs. Charles Porter.
Miss Vina Evans, of Mayfield, is
visiting his grandmother. Mrs. P. 0.
Reed.
Mies Ora Morehead, of Spring-
field, Tenn., who has been visiting
the Misses O'Brien of Jeffersou
street, has returned home.
"PEOPLE'S LOBBY" TAKES FORM
risk Reform Body Elects Teiriminary
°dicers at Capital.
Washington. OeL 25. - Slumbers
of tbe governing committee of the
"People's Lobby," a chic ra4orau
moventeut, met at the Raleigh hotel
today and elected Mark Sull.van. of
New York, tomporata chorruetu. and
R. M. Alien, of Kentucky. temperer.,
secretary. Committees were appolot-
ed to draft plans for the establish-
ment of a permanent bureau in Wash
ington. At tomorrow's moieties it it
said a dettnite actianie win be del, r-
ruine4 upon for the work to be done
the first your. According to One ol.'
those lotereeted in the movement the
object of the bureau to b• estab-
lished here will be to scrutinise legis-
lation end keep a record of the work
dorm by congress.
LA t N Dill: WAGON TO li.ttiE
Wife of Deaver Mae Gets. 1111100,000
From Chicaoo Estate.
Denier. tht. .l5 ----.John Harker, a
laundry employe, bas received word
from his wife la Cshleago that sbe
has received $100,000, her share of
the estate of Ernest Ilhlrich. her
Lather, who died in Chicago five
years ago. The Harkers came from
Chicago two years ago, their little
von in the shadow of death, and
Harker worked as a tramway con-
ductor and' laundry wagon driver to
eke out a living for the family. The
boy has recovers& Among Mrs. liar-
ker's wealthy relatives in Chicago
Rudolf Brand, the millionaire brew-
er, who married her sister.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Wheat-
Dec .
May
Coes--
Dec.  
May
Oata--
Pork-
Jan.  13.75 13.65
Oottoss--
Dec
Jan.
Mar
Opes Chew
72% 737t,
77% 77%
42% 42%
43% 43%
33,  33'S
  10.87 10.54
10.84 10.63
  11.08 10.78
Stadia-
I. C.  1.741/4 1.73%
L. & N.  1,13% 1.43%,
U. P.-.  1.82 1.81
Rdg.  1.43% 1,441%
St. P.  71 _ 1. 70 %
  82% 94%
Penns -1,441% 1.3$%
Cop.  1 11'S 1,10%
Smel.  1.53 1.53%
Lead  75% 74%
C. F. I.  51% 61%
U. S. P.  1.06 1.06•%
U. 8.  46% 46
Local Markets.
Dressed Cbickens-20c to 10e.
1$110-20c dos.
Butter-20c 1b.
Sweet Potatoes- e'er bu. 30c.
Country Hams-14c lb.
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 8'Jc.
Green Sausage--Sc lb.
Setif-age-7c lb.
Country Lard -12c lb.
Tonsatoes-25e gallon
Peaches-40c basket.
Beane-25c gallon.
Buttesbeane-10c. quart.
Celery-60c dozen.
Grapeir-ne basket
Parsnips-$1.00 bu.
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
Wheat-38c bit.
COVII--60c bu.
Hay-From Jobbers to retail deal-
era-Strict grades. choice Tim ,
$17; No. 1 Tim., $16.50 No. 2 Tim.,
$16. Fancy northern clover $17.
Prom country wagons at public qual-
or Medium to very poor. $8 to $17
per tos for salons mixtorea.
TIPS.
NOW 18 THE accepted time for
fOU to look about your tire and torna-
do insurance, as fall and winter are
somIng. Remember the old and re-
liable Friedman Insurance Agency.
Cake No. 128 South Third street. Of•
fire telephone No. 940. Residence
phone No. 1581. We represent some
of the oldest and best insurance corn-
Panies, which are Paying their less"
promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better be safe than sorry.
Give us a call.
POE RENT-Gae sloe oi store
428 Broadway. Phones 1612.
CLEANING and pressing neatly
done. James Duffey, old phone 718.r.
WANTED-Cook. Apply to Mrs.
Frank !stetter at Ninth and Jefferson.
WANTED-Good boy to do house
work. Apply at The Sun office.
FOR RENT The whole or part
of house 1218 Clay.
FOR -relief drug elerlr-eili 1107
aid phone
FOR RENT- Two furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. Apply
1511 Jefferson.
WANTED--Farni hand. Plowing.
corn gathering. etc. Also man and
wife to cook. Address D, care Sun.
BOARDERS WAN"rED -- Also
rooms for reut. Apply 419 South
Third,
WE HAVE Fireman's Rubber
Rotes at $4.00 the pair. None better.
Rudy, Phillips & Co.
- FOR ISALt-Edison phonograph
and 54) now records. Mena W. E.
Cochran, 405 Broadway.
FOR RENT--One apartment in
Sans Sousi Flat. Possession Noiene
her I. W. E. Cochran.
FOR RENT-Five room cottage,
with bath 1036 Madlsou street. Ap-
ply Dr P. H. Stewart.
FOR HAMBURGICRS-and Hof Ta-
males go to "Shorty's" 111% South
Third or 127 North Fourth.
HICKORY WOOD-Pboaes, Old
442, New 598. Delivered promptly.
E. E. Bell & Sons.
FOR RENT-Forty acre farm in
city limos Splendid for gardening
tourecrees. Address X. care Sun.
ROOMS FOR RENT-One fur-
nished and one unfurnished. Mod-
ern conveniences. Old Phone 1081.
FOR BALE-Bedroom and -Mang
room furniture, wardrobe and hard
..0a1 base burner. All new. Old
phone 1412.
nAtirmn SHOP for sale 1541
South Third street. Avpty T. C.
%Valker, Palmer Transfer company's
stables.
litti YOUR STOVES'eleaned. pol-
ished and repaired. Brock Hatch,
802 Washington street. New Phone
1150.
FOR KENT-Two-0story frame
house, Fifth and Matinee]. Seven
rooms with befit. Apply E. G. Boone,
3 1 I MI Broadway,
FOR SALE-A -Voted new Oliver
typewriter, wide measure machine,
In perfect order. for $85 cash. The
machine can be seen at The Sun of-
fice at any time.
-gardwatch with
leather fob. Picture of lady and
baby in back. Return to Paducah
Water company 'a ofhl.:,4 and receive
reward.
J. E. MtilOJAN,- blacksmah, 403
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
for fore stone side wire tires, the
best rubber tires made.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Meson
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at-
tention to all estimates.
NIGHT SCHOOL- Bookkeeping.
Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only
$4 a month. Draughon's Practical
Business College, 314 1-2 Broadwer
Phone 1755. Call, phone or write for
catalogue It will convince you that
Dieugnon'i ie the best.
WANTED. FOR. tr. S. *HMV -
Able-bodied unmarried men-between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and wrjte English. For information
apply to Recruiting Office, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah. Ky.
_
The prices below will be made till
December 31s 190.13:
GOLD SHELL. CROWN. 22k -$3.50
GOLD laILLINGS  1.00
SILVER FILtINGS  .50
PLATE FILLINGS  .75
Bridge work and all grades of
plate work guaranteed. Painless ex-
traction of teeth.
DR. KING BROOKS, Dentist, Sixth
• and Broadway.
NOTICE-The following goods.
stored in the warehouse of W. S.
O'Brien. will he sold at the ware-
house door of said O'Brien. at the
corner of First and Washington
streets, In the city of Paducah. Ky..
at 10 o'clock a. in. on the lbsh day of
November. A. D. 1906, for storage
charges as provided by law. Said
property being described as follows,
and the name and residence of the
owners and charges against same
being set opposite each article:
Brown & Shelton, Pitadocah, 1 ease
Indy. goods, $3.82: B
ryant a Red-
ludiC Pedant 1 cash Adv. matter,
BVINIACNICSICICWAWCIMVIiNICW6/061S.VIVILWOCIOCSIVWCSIMICIn
HART'S NEW HEATERS
Have just reached here. They possess
many points of merit not shown in all
stoves. New ideas of forcing the draft
to the exact point needed to bring quick
and continuous results, producing the
greatest amount of heat from a given
quantity of fuel.
HART'S HEATERS
Not only -have heat vints in abundance
but are radiators, circulators and de-
flectors of heat. They are also under
complete control of the dampers,
which saves fuel and gives the heat only
when needed.
IHart's Prices R Right 
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
ILIMKSW163630INWCIMM8212103713673WAVC46.WaKIVCW•••••••%10
animal food, 58.76; Mrs. SI. I
84.14: J. W. Baker, Padneah ca- ch
Brown. Paducah. 1 coat binat le .
book cast. $0.94: Mary Cordell,
deceit, 1 box groceries. $4.05: Ls
nell & Huriey. Paducah. 2 boxes
!ma: food, $7.03; Dr-hike:1 Post Hon
Auger CO.. Paducah. G crates post
hole augers. $2a.41: John Edwards. AND BA i %NUE OF Wel
Paducah. 1 box drugs, $4.57: Eng- %I .tTI N SATURDA 1 .
led & Firs-ant. Paducah. I cast •
hotlies. $3.90: Frank Bros., i
eaks 9 stove'. $31.50; S. n. GI.
Paducah, 1 spring and - • .
t_1.3,1; J. A. Gibson, Paducah. 1 tail
H. U. govdia. $4.24: Hall Medirive. ,
Co., I box drugs. $3.317: J. .M.
Jones, Paducah, 1 piano, boxed.
$65.02; W. K. Ledbetter Paducah, 2 OaFDEOPL E-20
3 eases animal food. 88.58: A. atimirtt»le repertoire of
Miller. Pattie-eh. bdle pipe. 1 pump, ot notable pin
$8.41: E T atustla Pallneah. t- -•
hi soap, $1.70: Joe Petter, Pacer 5
e Kentuciw
BOTH PHONES Me.
11:I=N 16111
DePew-Burdette
Big Stock Company
( 
tarIaal-
sch. I ease Sends . $0.50; Old K4 VAUDEVILLE ACTS 5
tacky Mfg. Co.. Padverth, 37 bolo
,tock food, $100.05; is A. Thorns-.
P.iducah.7 boxes stock food, $14.77:
Hiram Rumen, Paducah. 1 box
sprawls, Valk Manrg Co.. Pa-
ducah. 1 crate picture frames.$5.33:
Rex Mantas Co.. Paducah. 13 erases
curtain poles, $48.70; Rex Manf's,
Co.. Paducah. 1 box picture frames,
$Ii.17; Shelton Bros.. Paducah,
case steel. .90; Thomas & Gillman.
Paducah, 1 case axle grease. $5.55•
E. E. Sutherland Medicine Co., 67
boxes Pat. Med. and Adv. matter.
$195.22. W. S. O'Brien. %Varehousie-
man.
(.701,LIER HANNIBAL
Limps Into Port After a Terrible Ex-
perience.
Nether, Oct. 25.s-The United
States Collier Hanialbal arrived to-
day five days overduefrom Cuba, af-
ter a terrific experience with the
e.ements. She was struck by a Cuban
hurricane and almosit foundered at
sea. The vessel is believed to be
badly iojured. Ti;' crew suffered
great hardship during the storm.
A single mahogany tree in Hondu-
ras was :recently cut into boards
which, when sold in the European
market, realized over 110.000. it Is
stated.
If you have ailing eyesight yeti
need us and we need you. We
waist your money-a frank and
truthful statement, but we are
not going to take it without giv-
ing you an equivalent in good, big
eyesight saving valise, increased
eye monfort, perfeet eye ease arid
entire /satisfaction.
EYES EXAMINED FREE
Steinfeld Optical Co.
Optical Headquarters of Paducah
609 Broadway
Open Saturday Night.
0=NIGHT
"A Man of Mystery"
mounter %Wine(
••1• tY/...1 .1MM4.1l, TWINS
PRICES 10c, 20c, 30c
27cemtrieal Xoios
The Delea-Burdette tionoran Os-
&anted "Hume Spun Heart" at The
Kcattisky last night to a very fair
size audience, and the bill wass very
well played. The company is prov-
ing a popular one and to giving plays
that seem to catch the fancy of the
patrons.
Mothersin-Law - old the young
man who saved my life yesterday-,
call on you today'
Son-in-Law-Yes, he canoe to apol-
ogize -Translated for Trans-Atian-
tic Tales from "Fliersende Wetter "
Dr. Geo. M a sgan a
Veterinary Surgemi and Dentisit.
Graduate of Alfortvine Veterinary-
school Paris. France; also Ontario_
Veterinary- ach&I ad Detroit Den- .1._
tat college. Charter member of the
Ohio Medical Veterinary Association.
Will treat scientifically with the
latest instruments and up-to-date
treatment all diseases of the do-
mesticated animals.
Cal,b prints! ply attended to day' or
night.
Office a Oh Thollipti011.8 Transfer
Co Both Phones .13S.
mimmoiononmommmimme
LEE LINE STEAMER
Steamer Georgia Lee
Leaves (,4ucitniati Octo-
ber 24 for Louisville, Evans-
ville, Paducah, Memphis
and all way points.
Through rate to Helena,
Viekplatirg and Pine Bluff,
Ark . , arriving Paducah Sa t -
urday, October 27th.
G. F. PHILLIPS. Agent
Both Phones ilan-A.
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STREET WORK DELINQUENT TAX LIST.
AWARDS 11ADE
lusprovementaWill Be
On Clay Street.
Mach Haa.infa. of a M lour Nattier
Occupied the Armilum
I teiterday.
OTHER ell.NICIPAL NEWS.
• 4tilett. near Sowi2 mlii 
i Allgood It I Adams t 
• w, Leo y lea /cc./ A,,,, 
*Imo!, m south 4th St made J dd 
Albeit.. A •11411,0.1. 631 Elisabeth St 
Amtelly. L. North 14th St 
Anderson. P. W., O'Brien Add Alwel, J. 34,,, Mama lift 
Anderson, Mos Kate. 4th. Hutibands and Geolige Mt 
atirreetal. Chu. Cbamalln Add 
A ameba. 1. 0., 4th. ('Iftrk and Adams 
Atalrecht. J. Ii,Ad, Adams (l10 Madison at) 
.51triest. T. U.. 1241 a filh Mt 
Arnold, A. J.. theirs) H. 4th st 
Atkins. Mr. Monroe,LI and 17th St 
Atkins, Mrs. Lueinda, Harris, 8th and 9th 
Atkins, A. A.. Broadvostr. 31st and 22d 
Atitustus. W. Si. Estate. it. 4th St 
Armstrong, J. 1 11J4 ILO Harrison 
Atnola, A. E. liethrle Ave 
Bide fur improvieg Clay street
from Set tuteed 11 to Niaelegntll
streets were recci‘eil frau Will Hus-
bands end Hobert Boawt•11 by the
board of public works yesterday aid
the eontract awarded to the former
at $1 per lineal foot, or 50 Onta on
each aide. Bids were called for to
inipro‘e Tweuty-second and Tweut)-
third streets from Trimble to Mil-
dred streets, back of Oak Grove, hut
no bidders appeared. These street
improvements will be held over in-
definitely.
The mate ingpector was granted
More time in which to investigate re-
Ported defects in sewerage in the
west end.
Defective surface drainage at the
city ball was ordered ret• edied.
ell &indication for a t reet light
at Fourteenth sted HadIsus street*
si gled.
A brick culvert wits ordered plated
In the Caldwell street fill from Fourth
to Sixth streets The fill is under
course of conatruction.
The Home Telephone company was
gives perstilledon to set 32 new poles
and stress several new cables.
A letter, st.ating that new machin-
ery for the city lighting plant had
been stepped, wits fled.
An order was issued to remove all
sigos overhanging pa%ements in the
burette's district ercept electrical
signs. The Vetlecah Melt abd Power
company ass instructed to fill all or-
ders for electrical Wens, these being
exempted from the general order.
The cite- lighting plait superin-
tendent was ordered to make out a
list of cuPPlies needed preliminary to
the inutallatioh of new machinery.
The street inspector was directed
to gravel the new Caldwell street
fill near the I. C. depot; also on
Jones street where Improveinenbr
have left tile street in bad repair.
An Investigation of defective sewer
drainage at Broadway and Maiden
alley was ordered,
The Light and fuel company was
PerallIted to ftlY gas mains to the
,Elks' Hooke which sill necessitate
tearing up the street and PaTelkeat
A bill for repair* to Fifteenth
Street was &reseed to the Minces
Central railroad. Sewers from the
hospital to Crass creek caused de-
l/re-lesions In the street.
The solicitor wait ordered to collect
money from James Eaker tate filled
a drain pipe at Third and Harrison
tercet,. The city put In another
sewer and expects Baker to pa y part
of the cost.
The Illinois Central road was di-
rected to spread gravel on Second
street near the Langstaff mill s-here
the tracks are higher than the grade
of the street
The Illinois Central road waft di
reeled to transfer tracks from th-
west to the east side of South Second
street before street rotternetors begle
to improve the street.
Several minor t.hanges were mad-
in the direction of the sewer on Clark
and Tenth and Brouson avenue. Pri•
vale property was avoided in the let-
ter
On motion the board adjourned.
If an article is imitated, the original
Is alas', best. Think it over, and
when you go to buy that box of salve
to keep around the house, get De
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. It Is tht
original and the name Is stamped on
every box Good for eczema, tetter,
boil& cuts and bruise's and ',specie/1%
recomMonded for piles. Sold by
Lang Bros
Labor mon and settlement workers
of Chicane/ are preparing to wage a-
eigoreits- and relentless war on the
"Sweatshop" system in that city this
fall and winter. An exhibition fol.
lowleg similar otters rein in London
and Berlin, will contain booths model-
ed in exact reproduction of the OM-
eal "sweatshops," with men. Women
and children at work in them.
Many a mat, of humane Impulses,
who would not willingly harm a kit-
ten, Is guilty of cruelty a here his oWn
HOInaCk is concerned. Orfirdr:ven,
overworked, when what It needs Is
soniettittlg that will digest the food
eaten and help the stomach to recu-
perate. Something like Kodol tot
Dyspepsia that is sold by Lang Bros
A cold is Much more easily curet
*bet the bowels are open. Kennedy's
La/Wive Honey and Tar opens the
bowels and drives the cold out of the
WHIM Is yOnag or old. Sold try
UM Bros.
That which makes the home briglit
er brings heaven nearer.
True and tried friends of the family
e-DePrett's Little Early 8.10ra. Best
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Beset, Mrs. Elisabeth, Ilth, J.Ilt 8 and Norton 
Bailey, Mrs. L. S.. Roadway. 1st and 24 
Raeket, Thos. C.. West End 
Baker. It. inta Clark and Adams
liarnett. W.-W., Broadway, Iftb
g
nett. C. S.. 341 iti Marie 
rd. Miss C. A.. 14th
Icy. W. V., Thu ait 
ker. D. T.. cor. 0 rdeitetd sillier 
er, a La, Farleyil.A. 
by, Mr.-4S.- R.. 7 iiiiffson 
arrett. R. S., Thurinaa Aad
Rass. Elisabeth. Wagner Ave. Iltin and
Harnett. Mrs. Hinkleville Road 
Bell, Mrs. A., George. 30 and 4th 
Berger. (1. W.. Tennesasc at 
*payers. A.. Tennessee. 9th SB
Berry. E. W.. 9th add CamMhu
Larger. Chris J., Enders Add
Wake. r. Ittli and t lapenbt 
Broyles, & 2.I„ N. 12th Mt 
Brake. R. F., 12th
illoodwortls. U. A.. Mill flt 
Blair. IL lattlaa. Ada 
Bohannon. Lula. Bridge tit 
Bohannon. J. 1.).. Bridge at 
Rowland. C. Si.. 926 & 13th lit 
Burnet. M. D. Broadway, 14th and 11th 
Burkholder. J. 11.. Norton Add 
Burton. Rosa. Goebel Ave 
Brame, H. C., 200 Hays Ave 
Brown. Geo. He 1739 Jefferson 
Brooks. Lincoln ye 
node. s.. Citeala Ave 
rfiehtgb. . J.. Elleew
ferysat. 14. G.. N. 4th $et., 
Bryant. Pant, 7th and Husbeeds 
Brandon. Geo.. Sask.-lieu 
Ria ant. Mrs. Belle. Elisabeth St 
Bronston. .0. c. Wallace). Madison et 
lisentou. E. SL. Wurten Ave 
Browder. m and Kate, Fountain Ave 
Bryant. John. IN RI. -10th. Flloornoy and Boyd 
Brown. .. 15th and Jones 
Bryant. Mrs. Jesse, S. Ilth St.. 
Firnt. Walker, Jackson Mt., 
street., H.. 12th 81 
brows. R. a. Wortena Add 
Brown, .1. Wes. 18. 4th St 
10th 
Carmen. Ernest. Clements St
earths. Clara. lith At 
talker. T CleeneutlariSta
clerk, G. A.. Goets1 Arr.. Add
Conley. L. 8. 2d St 
Copeland. Annie. 10011 Kentucky Ave 
Conant. I... B.. /O. Eitsabeth and Broad 
Cohen. Mike. Slogrue
conley. Jaines. AlIttbrook 
Collier. Tom. 8th and Harrison. 
Coleman. .1. W., 3430 Adana. 
Colenutn. J. 1... Fountien Pdrk 
Croekett. Mrs. Mary. it 34 fit 
Cunningham. Jo*. 101S 4th St 
Candiff, T 1., Goebel Ave 
alkyls, Mrs. It. T.. Ina.. %Ambient. a_ed Beckman 
Darnell, R. 8., 7th. libabanes and Beckman 
Davis. Win. M.. Fietterville 
Darla. Mrs., Asabrook 
[Patton. Lucy, Benton Road 
Davis, L. MU-ma Avt  --
Darvax. A., .Madison. izth etad letb 
Dean, Mary. 20 acres near Dishries..  
52111. C. L... Terrell Ave. 
'DIM Louis. Jones and Thurman Add 
Dixon. J. T., Little's Ali 
Downs. W. 11„ for tars. W. Te• Unwas, Trinible St 
Debuch.t. Hayti Ave -
Much, Mrs. Rohl , Blooesaleld 
Ilunran. Ver. T. B. traitoOn Ave 
aanueouehet. A. C. 421 Woodward Ave 
Euffy. Rose. Mk, Washington and Clark nnaway. DI., Ylosarney. 0th and 7th lagiud. G. C.. 734 anti Broadway 
Durgan. J. H., BreatlWay 
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Easley, W., Wheeler Add 1 3 09Elder, T. G.. 8. 6th St  12 leElrod A Storrie. : 1-2 acres Broad y to city limit  1 lbEnglert. Thos.. 91114 a '11th Mt  4 56Entmersok. T. E., Madison, 11th and  7 21
Farnell heirs. Elisabeth lit  6 441Parleigh. Annie. Broadway  7 24Fields. John. Ellitah•th at .  7 31nailer, Otho, S. 6th St.  2 53Frain, F. N., Illecbanleaburg   5 13Foreman, 8. E.. Monroe, 17th and iSth......-  754Foreman. A. M., Madigan. 31st anti 22d a- • 41... Frazier. airs. D. A., Trimble. 14th and 16th  6 ilFutrell. T. E.. Clay, 14th and 17th  7 71Futrell. Frank h, 4th and Clark  11 92
Gaybeck heirs, Elisabeth St $ 22.Garrey. Mrs. Judith. N. lith Mt  4 64Gardner & Palmer Ilth and Terrell  4 99fillbert A Marshall. eroadWay, 10th sue 11th  46 37Gill,. N. A., Elisabeth St  31Glteson. W. W.. Goebel Ave 
Glover, W. C., Atkins Ave 
Glass. Gap. D.. Faxon's Edd 
Gardner, Mrs. M. C., Jefferson 14 
Gower, A. M.. Chatublin AMA 
Gordon. Amelia, Harrison Rt 
Grouse. R. A., 1th. Husbands and George 
(orden, James. Caldwell Kt 
Greif, Minnie. Fran. anti Ittsby. 12th, Jegersen and Monroe 
Grainier. F. E., eN R). Clay and TrlinWe 
Grinry. Sena Clay, 13th and 16th 
Greif. A. J.. and I& Selbert, 4th, Norton and Hinsakkila Greif. Niek. estate. Hualteands Mt 
Gregory, C.. Trimble bit 
Goad. W. A., Trimble, 13th and 13th 
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Illsey. Phil. 7tis and leried 
Bin hitter, .T. Fob Perk
Hteltiitt. Nellie. Chem and Murree AA. 
Houser, B 11.. West EtId 
floeber. W 12th and Harrison 
Holbrook. * J.. Harrisou, Ilth and lath 
Met. Si'. A.. clay, 14th ad 16th
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johnson. H. J.. Tulle, Are 
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Ross. Jdate. S. 4th St 
Roof. 'R..italics Mt 
Itup. Mrs. C. F. Fountain Ave nu W. p.. estate, Hampton A,ye 
Ru . John. 17th. Clay aka Tellable 
Rutledge, Wm.. back of Kilgore's 
Bogen!, W. E., Broadway 
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• Jolla, 14th and Trimble pen 
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Alesander. Dors, Ch. Husbands aalnd11415151*Dclhlo • 
Auderson. H. 10th. Tennessee and Jones
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ik Armstrong.nde
Armstanng. George. 14th. Washington and Clark 
Ilaynham. Sam. 1309 S. 8th St 
Maynhunt. Chas.. Cleveland 
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Baldwin. Jas.. tal Re Flournoy Mt 
04con. Alive Hays Ave 
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Knoxiille. Tenn.. Oct. 25.-The
I re Investigation being conducted here
5 II by the interstate commerce coMtlithe
3 3
V 
ston into the relation of the South-
10 21 ern railway to creel lands and clues-
' $ t 73 lions of car supply and distriblition
will be concluded this afternoon. To-
night the two Members of the com-
mission here, Judge Clements and
2 41 Comtnissioner Hattie, together with
2 73 C. C. McChord. W. O. Davis. James3 41
L. Murphy and others. attending as
agents and attorneys of the commis-
afon, will leave for Louisville, Ky.,
where a similar investigation *III be
begun Thiantdity morning.
This Louisville Inquiry wIll be
along the mine lines as that eonduct-
ea ft Knoxville and will dial Wittl
the relahrels of the Lonhoille 11
Nashville reilroid to the NW min-
t 11 ea. fp-61144 ittsitari-tart,204 altt
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be Wade to establish the fact that
the Louisville & Nashville Railroad
coaillany oens the Louisville Proper-
ty eleMpline. a eorporatlem which
owe, abotit 50.100 acres of land In
Kentucky and Tennessee, and which
lessee ebill veint to coMpanies on a
roykity bents. As effete will be Made
to prove that the incorporators of
the LOttiseille Property company are
or Were racers of the Louisville &
Nashville railway, and that these of-
ficers now own, tor did own, stock in
the company. Questions of car 'up-
ply and discrimination will also be
disegssed and the allegation that a
combine among the retail OW deal-
ers Of Louisville exists Will be sift-
ed. ft is said.
•
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With Edged Tools
By HENRY SETON MERRIMAN
slither et 'The Sewers. lanen's Corner,' "erne
  One 0 len to *nether," (to
Copyright, tittle. le HARPER t.. gROTH Les
MEM 111•11•14111MMOIONIMINOSIMIMIIMMINIIIMIIIII.
It w-i-e oil the satien ground- I-n front
of the tents that Guy Oaten' drew up his
quick marching column before the sun
bad sprung up in its fantastk• tropies1
way from the distant Besot vivre for-
est. As be walked alailA the Hue, mak-
ing a suggestion here, pulling on a
shoulder rope there, be looked stanch
and strong as any sea might wish to
be. His face was Minted so brown
that eyebrows and mustache stood oat
almost bland, ttionjgh lu minty they
were only brown, lila eyes did !tot
seem to tie suffering (ruin the beavinmil
notteenble in others; altogether, t
climate tied the mystic breath of
slmiatine did not appear to affect
him as they did his companions. Thl
was probably accounted fee by the
that, betas chief of the
of his days had been passed on the
lower slopes in search of game.
Online gave the signal for the men
to start, and the long earavau d tiled.
The porters nodded to Meredith Rh a
great display of white teeth, wh e the
bead men, the captains of tens, stepped
out of the mule; and shook hands.
Before they bad disappeared over the
edge of the plateau Joseph came for-
ward to say goodby to (Award.
"And it is understood." said the lat-
ter, "that I pay in to your Recount at
Lloyd's bank your share of the pro-
ceeds."
Joseph grinned. "Yes, sir; if you
please; preset:ten' It's a safe bank."
Meredith walked a little way down
the elope with Oseard.
-Goodby. old chap!" be said, when
the parting caws "Good luck. and all
that. Hope you will And all right at
bottle. By tbe way." he shouted after
him, "give my kind regards to the Gor-
don* at Lonngo."
And so the fine consigumeut of
strolacine wax sent from the pistesu to
thtlf (east
euy Oneard was one of thaw decep-
tive me a who only do a few things and
do (bone few very well. In forty-three
days be deposited the twenty precious
nem In Gordon's go-downs at Loewe
and paid off the porters, of whom be
had not lost one. These duties per-
formed, he turned his stem., toward the
bungalow. He had refused Gordon'.
Invitation to stay ulth him 'tarn the
nett day, when the roasting steamer
was expected. To tell the truth. be
was not very mute prepossessed In
hI•ucieelt favor, and it Was with a
doubtful naiad that be turned his steps
tivcani the little house in the forest be-
tween Logue, and the leo.
"And when did you leave thetnr
asked Jocelyn. after her visitor had
explained who be was.
"I left tbeni forty-four days ago,- he
replied.
"Aud were they well?"
-Oh, yes." he replied. "You know
Meredith?"
-Yee," she said. •'We know Mr.
Meredith."
The visitor did not speak at once,
and Pbe looked up at him over the
Mowers. with grave politeness.
"Meredith." he said, "Is one of the
Meat remarliatile men I have ever
met."
•Really." She emptied. with a iffbdly
interest. "How?"
"lie is not the man 1 took him for.
He la so wonderfully polite and gentle
and pleasant."
"Are you going beck to-tbeat'.."
"No• I leave tomorrow morning early
by the Poitugue,e oct. I am going
borne to be married"
-indeed! Then 1 sup 04e yam will
wash your hands of Arrive fever?"
-Not quite." he skated. "t told
Meredith that I .wonid he 'Fettered
lo go ap to trim In fear a'-
but not otherwise. 1 shall. of (-tune,
still be intereeted In the seclieme. I
take borne the tiret_esmilemeeet of
elm:nettle; we Imre been very-mansees-
ful. you know. I Meet have to-ettay
In Loodcrit to sell that. I hate a boom
there."
"Are you to ue married at comer
Inquired Jocelyn. with Mir triudg, Is.
tereettewhich makes it so much easier
for a.man to talk of his own sffglrs
to a women ttia to on. of his
sex. - — •
"As ROOD SS I can ilfrall.t.z it," be
sosereeted, with a little laugh "There
is nothing to wait for. We are both
amble's, and fortunately we are fairly
well oat.-
Fle was fumbling in his breast porket
and preemie:, be Mee, creased the
reona and banded her, mete without
afterthought or self nonarkressess, a'
pittograph in a nioroceu ease.yxplatiation was uuneeessury, and
roeplyit Gordon looked smilingly upon
a amebae bright young face.
-She Is very pretty," she said
honeetly.
Whereupon Guy ()pearll grunted nn-
luteillgibly.
-alillieents he said, after a little
pense-eallitieent is her name."
"eilliecent?" repflited Jocelyn. "Mil-
!trent what 't"
"Nlillfeent Chyne.••
JocelYn folded dm wrote. came to,
her and handed It brick to him.
"Mies Is very pretty." she repeated
wiy, as If bee mind could only re-
uee-lt was Incapable of creation.
°Real kelked Pliesied. 'bylaw ritwa,
did not sit diem eigithe and, Mee-
tly be took blis leave. feeling con-
need that JoeMpa was abost to taint.
Wimp he was gone tee girl sat
tittle down,
ettlyne," she wlegyeeed
te ilitellneett-
-Nothing," abs irawered to herself
lifter awhile. "Notblan It is nut my
Susisees. I can de nothing."
She sat there aim*. as 40 bad been
Ill her life, uetietee Wort troplesi (wi
light fell over the forest Qvite snot
letter We burst into tears.
"It Is my business." she sobbed: It
Is DO good pretending otherwise: bull
tan do nothing"
• • • • • • •
Four menthe elapsed anti the excite-
meet created in the small world of
western Africa by the first dassettg
of theslittieciat expedieloa W-
oe to subside. elhe Ming tires its
swat • me. At first the esparto din
twlieved nil then they prophesied that
It coid IA Lust. the melee
aeriod of .vy, hatred and malice gave
way to milieu tolerance not unmixed
iyith an tide/init., grudge toward For
MSC wh. had favored the brave onee
A SOUTHERN IAN
FOR PRESIDENT
nom.
Maurice Gordon was In daily ex-
pectation of news from that faroff
favored ogee they. vaguely called the
Plateau. And Joeelyu did tout pretend
to t•JaCeal front herself the hope that
filled her wbole being, the hope that
Jack Meredith might tortes the news
in person.
Instead came Vietor Durnovo.
lie Caine upon We one evening when
she was walking 'dimly home from a
mild tea patty at the house of a Will-
PlAary. Hearing footsteps on the
sandy soli, she turned and found her-
self face to face with Iterative.
-I was emotes along to awl you," be
eaki. awl there was a subtle effete,* In
his tone.
She did not trouble to tell him dint
Maurice was sway for ten (Mot Albe
felt that he knew that.
"When do you go back?" she asked
carelessly.
"Almost at owe." In it tone thee
apologised for entisIng her necessary
poen. "I must leave tomorrow or the
next day. I do not like the idea of
Meredith bring lett tots tong alone up
there with • reduced nember of men.
Of mutate, I had to bring a pretty large
eacort. I brought down Lateen° worth
of eimiaclue"
"Rave you had any wore sickness
among the men?" she raked at once'
In a tone of half yelled sarcasm which
made him wince.
-No." he answered; "they have tom
quite all right."
"What flute do you start?" she asked.
"•rbere are letters for Mr. Meredith et
the ofilee. elaurtoe's head clerk will
give them to you."
She knew that there letters were
(rout She had equally had
them in her hand. Site had inhaled the
fahte reined went of the paper and
eurelopes.
They had reached the gate of the
hungalow garden. MI30 tnrned and held
out her hand in an undeniable manner.
lie bade her goodby and went his way.
eoudering vaguely what had happeoed
to them both. The conversation bad
taken a different turn from what be
bad expected and intended. Bat mew
bow it had got beyeed has control. Re
load leaked forward to a vary diffeeest
ending to the Interview Aeld now be
found himself returning somewhat dis-
oenuolately to the wretched hotel in
Loango-dismiseed-sent hack. The
next day he actually left the little
west African meet town, turning hle
face northward with bad grace. Even
at that distance be feared Jack Mere-
aides half veiled sarcasm. Duneovo
bad only been allowed to come down
to the coast under a promise. 'MOOR-
ly veiled, but distinct etiourth. that Ea
should emir rentehrewenty home
Loanco.
Jocelyn avoided peeing him again.
l'onr days later ebe wart riding tbrough
the native town of Loaner'. accom-
panied by a lady friend, when she met
Victor Durnovo The sight of hint gave
her a detente shock. Rhe knew that he
had left Loans* tbree days before with
bely men. There was nth doubt about
that. Moreover, his air was dIstInetly
furtive-almost seared. It was evidetit
that the chases taglekteer ante  eh Dad*
sired by hen aa waa sellarkleal 14
her.
"1 thought you bad left," she sale
shortly, pullipg up her home with un-
deniable decision.
"Yes. but I have come back for-far
more men."
She knre. be was lying, and be felt
that she knew.
"Inoleedr she said. "You are not •
good starter.-
She turned her teerseal head, nodded
to hey friend, bowed votelp-Ito Ittureeeer
aud trotted towerd home. Iii the for-
est elle appliel the spur, and beneath
the whlenering treee, over tbe silent
sand, the girl gniloped home, as fast
as her home eottki lay logs to ironed.
CHAPTElf XV.
0
 N nearing thy- bungalow Joce-
Iyo tamed aside into the for-
est where a little colony of
huts nestled in a hollow of
the sand clones.
**Nola." she cried. -the paddienesker.
Ask him to come to uge."
In a few moments a man emerged
from a Jibed of banana leaves. lie
was a *comity man, very lightly read.
Suel a violent squint handicapped hies
seriously In the matter of first tut-
prestalons.
, "I elute ts yes." sate Jocelyn, "be-
cause I know that you are an Intel
ilen4-nuta abd a great traveler,:
Northern Democrats Are Now
Taking lp 141.a.
•
North Entangled in So Many Issues,
Only Pure Democracy Exists in
Mouth.
%OINTMENT 191 GROWING FAST.
Washington, 13, C., Oct. 25.-There
ia nothing more dominant in Political
sentiment among Democrats in Wash-
ington, embrecing transients and pow-
'Marlene about the capital, than that
it' Is now time for the Party to he
talking abeut for a southern man to
nemlnate for president in 1911K.
Ileeetofore this talk has been of
sporadic occurreate. Nova it Is ow
common as to be elmost of an endem-
ic. .-haractr. r
What makes it all the more sig-
nificant is that it Is not confined to
southern people, some of the most
earnest, see ardent advocates Wing
northern Democrats. This Is ex-
tol:titled in the fact that the party in
the oorthern states has seriously en-
tangled itself with so many Isms, sad
Is so prone to form alliances with any
sort of opposition to the Republican
Party, regardless of principles that
are traditionally and irreconcilably
appetite! to Democratic doctrine. Old-
fashioned Deruoerats, taught in the
nehool of Seymour, Tilden, Cleveland,
Thurman and Hendricks In the north,
tie-malting of the integrity of the
party's leadership in their own quar-
ter, are ready in large nunsbers to
turn to the south for a standard-
bearer.
"Let the straight Democrats of the
south set about discussing the hest
man they can find for the nomination
in 1908: let him be a Southern Dem-
ocrat of national reputation add of
undoubted leeway and patriotism,
and you will And hundreds of thou-
sands of northern Democrats eager
to rally to him.•' .
This is literally quoted from the
otorterratIon of a veteran Illinois Dem-
ocrat who has spent many years in
New York and the east on business
affairs and is now In Washington for
a brief stay.
Timely and WIO4P.
"It Is all nonteae- to depreciate
the pecninathea of a Democrat who is
a southern man." he added. "It is
timely, it is expedient and It is wise.
The Democrats In every one of the
southern Maten have prteerved the
Integrity of the party and remained
steadfast to its vital oprinelplees The)
have kept the ialth as it has not been
kept hy the northern Democracy in
may of the states. ,
"The socialistic and other paternal-
lade and centralistic elements that
have been taken into the Democratic
fold in northern states and commun-
ities would not even ask for admhe
Moo to the Democratic counsels of
any southern state, because they
know the door would be Whet in their
faces. Another thing, It is a veil
Important fact at this time, with the
serlops, not to say alarming drift In
the northern States of sentiment
which Is reckless of the preservation
of Our ineVtutieett as the whet fore-
thought oflhe founders of the repub-
lic fashioned and patterned them.
"The vast leflux of foreigners sine*
the daye of Democratie-weendanes
hart created too large a proportion of
citizenship north of the Potomac and
Ohio _rivers which la not in patriotic
sympathy with institutions that are
unmistakably American. That la not
the case with the southern Democrat.
lc states. There, undeniably, are the
purest Ameriesse and consequently
the purebt American sentiment. The
!touch has proved in blood that Mr-
patriotient embraced the whole union,
then why should-there be any ques-
tion of the devotion of its statesmap-
-.ship to the welter° of all thii people'
"I am longing to vote the Straight
Democratic ticket with a straight
Debsocrat for my standard bearer
and there is a multltwie of Dereocrate
In the northern states who feel as I
do, that it Is a good time to take him
froth the south, where that kind of
Democrat and that kind of Deinoc
racy have ueguestIoned away."
Street Car Franchise for Sale.
On Friday, the 26th of October,
1906, about the hour of 10 o'clock
a. M., at the door at the City Hall, I
will oger for sale a street car fran-
chise, for a term of 20 Years, accord-
ing to ordinance recently passed by
the city council.
The ordinance is on file in the Au-
ditor's cacti and can be seen by those
desiring to purchase. This sale' Is
wade subject to the approval of the
General Council.
The city reserves the right to re-
ject any and all bide. Respectfully,
D. A. YElizER,
Mayor of the city of Paducah, Ky.
Reis a shock to the man who
thinker that be is world famous to
dleataXer there. are people. An__tkie
next' %Oct_
'EATER CONTRACT TO BE --
ON AT THE NUMBER ELEMON
&PORT OP JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COMMITTEE tiN NEW CON-
TfiACT FINTWFIRN 'PHI: (1TY 4W PAIWr 111 IND THS PAlort'Ate
W %TES COMPAII,If.
Owing to the fact dist the contractl
existing betwessi the city of Hadneah I
and the local water c011ipany for fire
hydrants explree enelleg the current
month it was incumbent upon the
general eoweeet to emeatlate (or such
service covering the remalniag period
which the freer/vise of the water
company still has to run. to-wit:
eigh(eell years.
After several conferences between
the joint light apte water committee
and the ofireere of the water company
a seal* of rata for fire hy'drantis was
agreed upon by the cotnrnittee and
the water company. These rates
have been embodied in a contract
which Will he sebnetted to the gen-
eral couoce fee such action as the
wisdoni of that body may determine.
If the proposed contract Is Favorably
acted upon by the general council,
it must be submitted to the votes of
the city at the text e!ectIon and
afflrnuitively ratified by not less than
t wo-thires of the vote then cast upon
the question before .-entract be-
tween the city and the water com-
pany rah be finally executed.
It is therefore worth while for the
vOters of the city' to carefully con-
sider the teems of the proposed con-
time before casting their votes at the
corning election, and If it appears
that the proposed contract Is to the
advantage of the city, then to register
their approval thereof upon their bal-
lots,
In order that the voters may have
an oppertottiley to become fully arl-
Ised regarding the terms of the pro-
posed contract a copy of the same it:
herewith submitted which reads as
follows:
"Section 1. That the City of Padu-
cah, Ky.. agrees to rent art does
hereby rent from Paducah Water
company, Its suocessora and aseltrus,
four hundred and eleven t 41 11
double norale fire hydrants now es-
tablished in raid city for a period of
eighteen all) years frqm the passage
and Owl approval of this ordinance,
after an election by the people as
hereinafter provided, The annual
rental for each of said tire hydrants.
which the city of Paiineth herebe
Agrees to pay for the 'firm tan 110)
years of said term, stall be twenty
I $20,0e) epliers „twig. the gAnitaL
rental for the remaiding eight 181
years shall be flews 4$15.00) dol-
lars, unies• the said ctly Abell sooner
porch:tee water company's plant, with
six yet par cent interest upon defer-
red payments. The pay meats of said
rental* shell be Medi as prOvided Iii
the original °Mesas Matisse
"Section 2. 111 adstftlenel hydrants
on extensions pf mains that may be
erected hereafter by the Paducah
Water company, its sueemetors or w-
idens, as provided in the original or-
dinance- contract during the said
eighteen tears, shall be charged aid
Paid for as provided let *action one
hereof; but at the expiration of ten
Ile) years from the time this oeth
mince shall have been finally ap-
proved as set out above, all the then
Are hydrants shall be charged and
paid for at the uniform rate as above
Provided a-nd the contract therefor
chat! expire at the end of the eighteen
3 aitri; dee In section one.
"Svelte' 1. Before this ordirlence
shall become effeceve it shall be sub-
tnitted to a rote of the qualified
voters of the city of_Padocah. Ky.,
at the general election to be held in
said city on the 6th day of November,
1906. the said vote to he taken in the
manner and as provided by law for
the submission of public questions to
the voters of said city
"Section 4. This ordinance shall
take effect and be in force from 
passage approvalapproval and ratifleatior
e-eiteetemeitled voters of the HO of Pa-
ducah, 4(y., and a written aceeptence
of its tern* cad condltiens by th:
Paducah Water company filed with
the c:erk of the city of Padtleall, Ky.
within ten (1 dl days aferr the ofilcia I
(*milli:steer its approval a the popw
lar election."
At the present time the wat r com-
pany has It/stalled for the use of thr,
city ell flee plugs, which under Gm
old contract are rated and cost eanb
year as follows:
15.0 fire plugs at $40.00...16,000.00
30 fire plugs at $30.00... 900.00
23l fire plug, at $25.0')... 6,774.00
Total $12,67500
Under the proposed eontract this
same service would coat the city but
$8,220,00 for each of the first ten
years of the contract a saving upon
the number of hydrants now installed
the proposed contract of $96,0,o.
There is nothing contained in the
proposed contract changing the rights
of the city or those of the water com-
pany under the original franchise.
The city still retains the right to pur-
chase the water company's plant at
the expineion of each five year period
in accordance with the terms of the
original franchise,
this committee has also compared
the rates contained In the proposed
coneract with those In effect in 127
other cities for the :same class of ser-
vitse and finds the proposed rates low-
er than those paid by apy of these
cities. The approximate average cost
per hydrant in the number of cities
Meuttoned above Is $48.
The rates referred to were submit-
ted by the local water company and
this committee assume. that the fig-
ures are correct. The hat of the
cities with the rate paid in each is on
file with this committee and anyone
desiring to verify the figures con-
tained therein may have the oppor-
tunity of daiug so at any time.
It shon:d also be borne In mind
that tonsil a new contract is entered
into eery:non the city and the water
cotutrane. that the rates charged tin-
der the casting tontract will main-
tarn. The only alternatives offered
to escapefront the old rates are
either to make a new contract or to
discontinue the serviee*, the- latter, of
conrse being qn!te Impossible
Therefore. till, committee has no
besitation :n recommending to the
geueral conno if snot to the voters cof
see cars of Paducah that the pro
Foxed venue/ t ho ratified
JOINT LIGHT %ND WATER COM-
MITTEE.
INSURANCE ABUSES.
Reported Its epeeist Inveetigetion
Commette• ut Indiana.
Inetanapolis, Ind., Ott. 2:, - A
Special coMmittee appointed by fit"
governor, which has been tote:eget-
lag the °Mee of the auditor of slat-
foe a tete with special reference to
mutual aid stock life Lowrance com-
pel Imlay submitted it. report to
Gov. Henley. The general cencht-
ienies.of,the committee are that "the
cost of life insurance to the public
is too high."
"The hresert maximent prentitim
1,105 for insurance are so much an
vreess if needs au to her twit of extras'
agent management of conipsitkm,
theft of their hinds. diversion of
profits end other greet *berme with-
out rendering the companies insol-
vent. Indiana Insurance companies.
like many companies of othar states,
have been guilty of extravagance aad
abases. though tiles hays maintained
solvency."
The 'texas Weeder
Ceres all kidney, bladder and them
Static troubles; sold by J. 9t4 Oehl-
ticItiaeler, 601 Broadway, Dr E. W.
Hall, ogle. 2926 Olive street, St.
Louis, Mo.
C.
Hato a popular actor finds hen-
struggling with hard lines.
m°TT's PENNYROYAL PILLS
Mete tend reliable, they
overcome weakness. In.
crease vigor. banish Poing".
No remedy equals DR.
MOTTO PENNYROYAL PILLS
Sold ti oggi.t, sad Dr. 14,•.ts
(5... al Go.. L less,' a ssi, Obis.
•
tl•rwt.
.4 60 NM*,
MO. Al 
He f
t WONIER
the or oaselars
dio harems. INtosasiosa•
IrrItstioss us Slagle**=7.
of 1104•00otI5.
Deed by lereserbeb.,
Sr emst 'e Oats
by AMMON, pf•frirrIl
ggeei, sr Ins Me .
ARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two dose* give relief, and one box
Will cure any ordinary case, of Kid-
ney or bladder trouble. Remove,
of $4,455.01) per anginal and for the Gravel, cures Diabetes. Seminal
ten year period a saving of $44,- Emisalonis Weak and Lame Back,
660 AO. 0 Rheumatism, and all Irregularities of
For each of the int eight years the Kldasym and Bladder lu both
which the franchise has to run, the men and women. Sold at 60 
cents
cost for 411 htdtante would he $6, per hog ett, the no cure no pay bash
165, a saving to the city of $6.510, by McPeersoses Drag store, Foune
per annum or of $52,08e) for the and Broadway, role agent for Pada
entire Plitt years/ of the frau- -ail, or Pent by nnel UDOS receipt of
htee,teneetIng a tote' saving to the plc, by lark MegleneefloeeTateide-,
0 never heard of 'MM.' betWereleihe exygaig contract &AI sins. ICY. -
JANES
REAL ESTATE
MORTGAGES *
LOANS *
Lois' on Tennesseeten*ottes 'streets
Neese& isth and 9th, $375 rain or
$400, part on time.
413 South 9th St., 6 rooms in good
the at $1,650, part on time.
418 South 9th Se, It rooms, house
good condition, at $1,750, part time.
e113 Fountain Ave., 6 room house,
nice, water inside, exceituit location.
See me al to price which depends on
terms of payment.
Some exceileat farm offers near city.
do now for sub-division and pay band-
some profit at once on present prices
Madison St. Fountain Park cornet
lot at $650. Only chance in park.
Nice North 5th St 9-roona bowie in
excellent condition at $3,800. Only
3 blocks from Palmer Howe.
Three houses, rents about cto
month. N. E. corner 6th and Ohio Ste..
good investment at $2,400.
Have at all times money to loan on
Carat land at G per cent interest, 10
years' time. Certainly getting Money
wanted 'It farm and title all right.
Have acre lend just outside city
limits, in very •boice lwatioe, can sell
in any quantity wanted from about 1 34
acres up. Well opened up with wide
streets and best offers In this class
about city.
Five acres fronting 515 feet on
south side et Hinkleville mad near
City limits at e300 acre. This :ant
csa be subdivided Into lots and resoel
at Wade:ow profit. Easy payments
Five 4-roum &tulle houses on lots
eat& 40x165 feet to 15 foot alley, on
north side of Clay street between 12th
and 13th streets at $1.050 each, $100
cash and balance in monthly paymetel
of $1e. Rents now It $10 month.
These are bargains for investment, at
houses in good coaditIon and ground
rapidly rising la valve. Take one of
more. -
One nicest 7-room houses in city
new, never been occupied, all modern
conveniences, near Madison St. front-
ing on Fountain Ave. sail opposite
Lang park, at $300, part on tint,.
This is floe offer is good home. Lock
at it and see.
4 6-10 acres near Wallace Park,
h!gh, well drained, with excelletut sur-
roundings, to foot street In front of it,
at $1,000 on any reasonable payments
desired.
First-clam cottege of a rooms, just
renovated throughout, on north side of
Jefferson St. Motive** 13tb and 14th.
at $3,500,
Several Row:midtown lots on $5.00
monthly. payments.
240 acres best fent in county. envy
4 miles trout city, $1,600 cash and
balance on 6 years time. See me it you
want what will double in value In few
years. Resell at twice the price long
before payments are doe.
FOR RENT.
Good 4-room house, newly papered,
1119 N. 12th St., at $8.00 month.
605 Fountain Ave., 4-room cottage,
front and back porches, hall, weii
shaded lot 491 If) feet, tete condition,
3 grate Aire places, bargain at $1.600
cash.
4-rom holey and 9 lots 4.0 feet wide,
surrounded by lots sold and selling
fast, at $21)0 each, whole offer for
82,000 which is • great bargain. See
me and get cletails.
5-room house on east side S. 4th St.,
between Clark and Mama, at $1,800.
7-room Melee, 5 4th between Clark
and Adams, west side, sewer connec-
tions and modern conveniences, at
$2,85e.
These are sarnmes. Ask for what
you want and se can furnish it.
Afew more lots unsold in the Ter-
rell Fountain Park addition a $25t
e-ich on payments of 825 cash and
balance $5 per month. These are
the best monthly payment lots now
tobe teed about the city and will
soon be gone. More future rise Is
value in these lots than any you
can get for Mariam_
For Sale-Six-room cottage, on
8. E. corner 7th and Harrison: lot
57 ft. 9 inches by 161) feet; stable,
servants' house; on long, easy pay-
Monts. Only $500 cash. See me
for details and get home In best ree-
tdence part of north side.
Chance for colored people. Have
half doae.e houses for sale at prices
$500 to $1000 on very easy pSy-
meats. Small meth and afterwards
by the month.
Now is the time to get small
places for county'? homes. Can sill
lice lots from 5 acres up In very de-
liftable location, nee' electric cars.
9-room house, 5 'Jocks from post-
°Ince, north aide, sewer connected,
is heat part of city, at $3,500, of thin
only $500 cash, Mamie* 830 Month.
Don't forget that I have at all
times plenty of money to loan on
farm mortgeges at six per eeet in-
terest ten years time.
W. M. JAN ES
-
ROOK N.
TRITZBEAKT BM DINA.
Oki Mose 097-Red.
EVANSVILLE, PA It "(Aid A '0. it
UASEIa fehhhe
(Incorporated.)
Evansville and Paducah Packets
t
INIIIR
I
(D ly Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John &
Hopkins, Isav• Padueah for Erane
viler and way landings at 11 a. in.
Specfal excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Padneali to Evarteselle and
return, $4.00 Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpaelled.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. in. sharp, daily ex-
cept Sunday. Special exenslon rates
Sow in effect from Paducah to Calm
and return, with or without., meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Age-nt, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh Ik Co's °toes
Both phones No. 33.
ST. LOUIS AND TENN-1448EN
RIVER PAVI:b7T OOMPANI
/OH TENNESSEE RIVE&
.
. •
STEAllEI CLYDE
Leave Paducah for Tennessee Rives
Every Wednesday at 4 p. tn.
A. W. WRIGHT Masters
EUGENE ROBINSON fleet
This company Is not responsible
for invoice charges unless eollected
by the clerk of the boat
NOTICR.
List of new subscribers added by the
Kan Tennessee Tamping, Owe-
puny Today:
2519 Les.- iterate, II241 5. Iltb
16614-r-O•Blio•n, J. D., Bridge
at teat,
21120- Brown, Will, Mrs., 1021
S. 11 th. -
2S21 -Porter, Mamie. 423 N.
733-2-Ptielps I. F.., R he D. N
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to its worth and value.
We have In the city over 3,000
subscribers or five times as many as
the independent company, outside
the city and settee the county we
have 63 times as many subscribers as
the todepeadeot company. Yet we
eel piste a telephone in your resi-
dence at ilia merle rate the independ-
ent company, I. supposed to charge,
and provide In addition, loeg dist-
ance facilities wh•ch will enable you
to reach fifty million people from
your home .
Call 300 for further information.
COAT .TENNESSEE. 'FELEPHONE
POMPANT
KILL THli COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
Pecs
OIDUNGSitTaTnr 50c Is $1.00FOR
OLDS Free Trial.
Serest inc est Cure or all
TFIROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES, or MONEY BACK.
NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Batley, Prop.
MErROPOLIS, ILL,
Newest and best hotel in the city
Rates $2.00, Two large sample
come, Bath rooms. Electric
Agate The only centrally located
iotal in the city.
Cosatercial hirsute Solicited.
Henry iitammen, Jr.
Would to Third as/ tagiaty
Hiook Binding, Hank Work, Lek.
Work a IlOar(alle
DR. HOYER I
lies 281Frate•sily
Ms Mem 3311. MINIM thew 464
MAI L. WEIL & CO
CAMPBELL BLOCK
Telephones: Ofilce.369; Itesidstice, yti
TNSURANCE
DRAUGHON'S
/Incorporated.)
PP4156*1.311-3111 1111111111, see leirlitU
gy college. s 15 Meted. POSiT ioN• at
fined us %PO UM: Also loose 111,
tbs1
,
dr gm,
s
P JOY: LICITT
\Ve Invite
You to
Our Coat
Opening
Saturday
It will be given by Mr.
t' harley befkovits,
representing a promi-
nent manufacturer,
who makes only Ng
CLASS ANO SWELL COATS.
C. me and bring your
friends.
,
•
Tm rADITCATI EVENING SUN TRITRADAY, OCTOBER ZS.
HARBOUR'S SIXTH OREAT FRIDAY BARCIAINI SALE E3ECIINS TOMORROW MORNING
These Friday sales are growing bigger and bigger each week. Note some of tomorrow's special offerings and come and share in these bargain feasts. Tomorrow's sale includes many
Coats, Coat Suits, Skirts, Waists, fine Broadcloths and other newest Dress Goods; Underwear, Hosiery, Men's and Boys Furnishings, etc.; together with a 4 /reat Belminy Bargain
Sale of Shoes for the whole family, from infants' turn-ups to men's V -patent leather Carona oolt welts.
Ws aalKN'al STYLISH GRAY PLAID
COAT KUM.
Regular $10 values. Friday price
28 WALKING SKIRTS.
Assorted Styles, broken. lots.
Regular $4 to $R.40 values. Friday
GRAY PLAID SUITINGS.
Regular $1. Fricley price 69c.
The regular 50c. Friday price 39e.
DRESS CHNGHA3IS.
Regular 10. Friday price Or.
Replier It 1-2e. Friday price lne
MEN'S PANTS.
Regular $4. Friday price $2.97,
Regular $3. Friday price $2.27,$6 95. price $2 to $4.25. --
LADIES' et,(yru.
Regular 50c. Friday price 35c. All
FLANNELETTES.
MEN'S SAMPLE HATFL
Regular $3. Friday price $1.48
WOMEN'S STYLISH GRAY CHECK-
ED COAT SUM.
Regular $25 valises. Friday price
WOMEN'S FINE BROADCLOTH
11.0NG COATS, SATIN LINED.
wool 36-inches wide. Colors gcay.
Regular 10c. Friday price 7 1-2e Regular $2. Friday price 98e.
BLEACHED DOMESTIC. MEN'S SUITS.$11.60. $15. $16. $17.50, 
$20. red. navy, royal blue a n4 teo shades
$22.50. $25. $27.50, $30 & $35.
ti!An'. sake, how much higher
they are on Broadway.
"Ii• - -- ----
DRESS GOODS REMNANTS.
Regular $1. Friday price 50c.
Regular 10c. Friday price a 1-3c. Regular $15. Friday price $9.97.
Regular $7.50. Friday price $4.98.
WOMEN'S LONG COATS. FANCY'
CHECKS AND PLAIDS.
CALICOES. MEN'S OVERCOATS.Regular $6 values. Friday price
50e. Friday price 2Ge. Regular 6c values. Friday price Sr.'Regular Regular $18, Friday price $12.46
FINK inlowelAyrit COAT SUITS
$16.50, $20 & $23.50.
Hew can we attord it. We're off of
Broadway with less expensee.
Regular $7 values. Friday price
$1.75.
Regular $10 values. Friday price
$7.50.
Some in 2 to 3 yard lengths; so me
In .1 k 1 rt lengths and some in suit
lengths.
- --
WOMEN'S WAISTINGS.
Regular $15. Friday price $9.93.
MEN'S HEAVY WOOL FLEECED• - '
UNDK'RSHIRTil AND DILMF.Ital.
Regular 75c. Friday price 50c.
BOYS' KNEE PANT SUITS.
Regular $4. Friday price $2.97.
'Regular $2,50. Friday price $1.9e.
FUR NECK PIECE-S. BROAFICIAYTH. In 3 yard lengths. BOYS' OVERCOATS. DINT RAILROAD OVERALLS ANDFriday prices 50c. Sc,2 $1, $1.25,
$1.50, $1.75, $2 & up to $10 each.
Regular $1.25. Friday price RI.
AL wool in all the new fall eolors.
Regular $1. Friday price 35c for
the length.
Regular $4. Friday price $3.89.
Regular $3. Friday price $1.$6.
JUMPERS
Broadway $2. Our price $1.60 suit-
'A
Great Sale
of
Highest
Class
Millinery
The best dressed wo-
men in Paducah and
vicinity wear our Mil-
linery, priced at prices
not possible in Broad-
way stores witl. Broad-
way expenses
Harbour's Department Store it North Third StreetHALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY
BRYAN REGRETS SAM JONES' STORY 50,000 CLUB
UNABLE TO COME TO KENTUCKY HOW HE COMPROMISED WITH MENIBERSEE' IN THE ORGANIZA.
-WISHES SUCCESS. WIPE AFTER M tHRI.AGE. t TION 'FO BE SOLICITED.
say. flew Way to support the Pre,.. % Typical Story or the Recentric Di- The Commercial (huh E‘tend• the
Oen' la to Elect Democratic vine Which He .Stway• Ea- Time for the Closing of the
Congre•amen. joyed to Tell, Campaign for Member'.
Washington Oct. 25.-The letter
from Wl.iant .1. Bryan to Chairman
Griggs of tile Detnocratie congres-
sional eommittee, explaining why he
will be unable to visit Cynthiana,
Ky.. and incidents:1y predicting the
complexion of the next house of rep-
resentatives, was made public today
and Is as follows:
"lion. .1. M. Griggs:
"Dear Mr. Griggs-1 ant very sor-
ry that It is impossible to go to
Cynthlana. Ky., but as I wired You
all my time Is taken until election.
I wish you -would convey my regrets
to our Democratic essndidate for
congress In that distrtet, and sat to
him that I am very anxious for his
success. The Indication, are that we
shall hate the nest cougrese, and
then our Democratic house can send
to the 'senate remedial measures and
Join Issues with the Republicans If
they refuse to adopt them. -
"The Republiean leaders are so
under control of predatory wealth
that they will not snppost the presi-
dent when he attempts to follow
Democratic advice and secure some
reform. The president does not go
far enough or fact enough In the di-
rection 'of reform, but his political
associates are all the time throwing
obstacles in his wee.
"The best way to support the pres-
ident is to elect Democrats in the
place of Republleans. for the records
show that the Democrats have stood
by him better in the Renate and
house than the Repot:leans have. My
Interest In this campaign has been
shown by the fact that I am devot-
ing every day to campaign work. It
your invitation had come earlier, I
would hate set apart a day for the
Cynthlana dletriet. Yours truly.
"W. J. BRYAN."
"My wife was arrested yesterday."
"You surprise me What was the
trouble!"
"She got off the trolley car the
right way end a policeman thought
she was a man in die_eulee."-Puck
Mrs. Austin'.. Pancakes, really en-
et everything. Ask grocer.
RACKET STOR
FOR FIFTY YEARS
Thomson's
"Glove-Fitting"
Corsets
hare been famous throughout the
world for models of excellency anti
graceful effect.
There is one exaential feature of
the toilet that no woman dare
slight-
The Fit of Her Gown.
This depends entirely on the
oelection of the Corset.
For this Milh11/11 t. selected ii complete
1 as of tins eetebratoi make of Corsets,
arkkth ers hare Just osla, oil n sale. The
The bent of all stories ever told
by Sam Jones sr RS that which
brought him to a clear understand-
ing with his wife the morning after
they were married. Ile told it in a
sermon, off-hand, and had every eye
in the congregation moist. There
had been a good deal of strife in
some households, spats between
husbands and wives, separations, ii-
vorees and other troubles. Sam said:
"I'm going to try to stop it. It's all
nonsense. Maybe I can't get at you
old fellows who have been nagging
at your wives for many years. and
been nagged back till you have lost
rour manhood; bat I'm loin' to gay
something for the young married
folks and thee* who c'entemblate
matrimony.
"You all recollect when me and
Mrs. Jones' got married. Mo-t of you
veterans were there that night, and
ate of the weddite supper. We al
had a good time. We stayed up late.
The young folks danced and WP look-
ed on. By and by the midnight hour
sent you all home. and Mrs. Jones
and I went to bed. When I woke up
next morning ttere she was sleeping
like an ange: alongside of me. She
was beautiful to look upon as you all
know. She's beautiful yet. God bins
her! Beautiful in her love for me
and our children, beautiful In her
tomesticity, beautiful in character.
To have such a wife is the, pinnacle
of hope. the !Millit of happinepe. To
think of her in to praise God!
"I awoke her whh a Wen and maid:
Mary, what is all that white stuff on
the rocking chair! never saw It be-
fore."
"'Why, Sam. It's my clothes.' sad
replied, with a lovely blush. Theist
pointed to another chair and said:
'And, Mao. what are those things?
They have a familiar look.' She an-
swered:
"•Why. Sam. dear, those are your
breeches. Why do you ask such silly
questions!"
'Because, Mary. t want to have a
plain, clear, frank understanding
with you. We have agreed to travel
the-long-road of life side by side.
There will he things for you to do
old things for me to do. Let us
eke up our ?Muds there shall be
no «Infect. on the journey.-There
are yonr laces and rickrack; theca,
are my breeches. Mary. I want to ask
tots which you intend to wear dur-
ing our life, the lace; and rickrack,
or the breeches!' She didn't hesitate
a moment, hut said:
You " 'Sam.  wear the breeches; I'll
stick to the laces and rickrack.' "
slUED IS HUSBAND; liaS ALIBI
Rich Pennsylvanisn Says Another
impersonated Him at Altar.
PItteburg, Oct. N
/0 
.-Peter F. Mc-
Cool, a we 01y map of Butler, al-
leges that he was impersonated at
the altar by some one whose Identi-
ty is yet a mystery and that he is
not the man who married Mrs Frank
Walker. Mrs. Welker is suing Mc-
Cool for desertion and nonsupport.
I McCool visited New York and the
wrists which have Just arrived (-vet sll clergyman who perfofmed the mar-
previous anetaaara. WW1 eoestitutethebigbef Haire ceremony and the witnesses of
sellaeldessement in the ert of Cornet Making
If eon are p rtial to a medium priced Cur.
apt. rm el., cot do hotter than to try One.
Setisfactioa 
guarsateed.• 1.00Price begins at 
signed by the unknown. MeCool ham
PUCK & THOMPSON
the rite all unite in saying that the
Butler man Is not the bridegreom.
Were-Ws signature is different from
the one on the marriage certificate,
started • hunt for the man who 1m-
personated him.
^
At Monday night's meeting of the
Commercial cash the directors deck,
ed to extend the time limit for
lag up the centre, for prizes for
herahips in the Fifty Thousand
to January lse Owing to the mini V 
motion convention, horse show' and
farmers' institute attractions, the  
Fifty Thousand club and Paducah
buttons has been allowed hp drag
somewhat. Now the directors and
members of the Commercial club pro.
11014 to put great energy Into -
Booster Button proposition end
the membership of the Booster ,
until every eltiaen in Paducah t..
wearies a button, , thus signifying
that he Is not only helping establish
the fund for general advertising of
the city's natural advantages, hut
thrt he is a booster of Paducah, first,
last end all the time.
Those who art unfortnnatti enough
to be "aught on the Streets or Mee-
whets without a button, will be In a
hopeless minorlit. and It is assumed
that no citizen of Paducah will not
willingly contribute fifty mute to a
general fund for general advertising,
sh;ch will bedent all citizens.
Some of our enterprising merchants
have been generous enough to do-
nate Some valuable prizes to be used
in building up the membership of the
Fifty Thousand club. The aggregate
value of these prises amount to about
$4,10. It le hoped that our young
people and others interested Yet the
['regress of Paducah will actively
c maws for these prizes. It is isec-
essary to sell tem hundred buttons in
order to enter the competitive bet.
some young ladies have already sold
as many as aeventy-nve butwns. only
requiring a small number of addi-
tional memberships in the Fifty
Thousand dub to obtain a valuable
prize of a sevesty-live della: t1 im.set
ring.
NEWS OF KENTUCKY
"Straight" Whisky Up.
Louisville, Oct. 2,6.- Most Ken-
tucky distillers expect in immpd.lais'
advance in the price' of all Kentucky
distilled wiMakies, and all-are jubilant
over the outloOk.
The_deftnItion of the term "like
substance.," made lat Dr. H. W
ley, chairman of the pure food emu-
mission, Is made a subject of much
discussion among whisky dealefs In
Louisville, and many varying opin-
ions may be heard. The discussioe
g•enerally settles down to the fart
that the straight men like the defini-
tion and the rectifiers do not.
The straight men will probably
not "Ile down," for tbey fee; that it
is twee "up to" them to carry the
ellesteona ineolved In the recent rul-
Cops of the pore food commission to
the comes. It ist likely that a num-
ber of action, will be instituted as
s00/1 after January 1 as Is convenient.
Secretary Daniel Stauber of the
National Wholesale Limier Dealers'
Asaociatton, In his letter to the mem-
bers of the armorial ion. advised the
members to proceed as metal with
their business, as there are mane
sections of the rule, and regulations
promulgated by the commission
"which have not the forces and effect
TO LET
Several superior offices' on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-
double offices especially adapted for dentists
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
YOUR FIRST  THOUGHT
When dwettg on the Plum dog or Heating question Ii:
Who's the bisite see Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you tc
E. D. 1-1ANNAN
Diumbing, Healing, Oas Fitting
131 Mc, it Ptiatarth 3 3 !I Kentuotcy Avg.
, BAD Phones 301
7 
For (Nick Picturt Fraeilt
lit Wall Pap*
Don't forget the place.
Our new and up-to-date
goo is have arrived and
we ask that you have
your rooms papered
and your pictures fram-
ed ber,,re the holiday
rush. This picture will
be given free with any
order of framing as well
as papering.
SandersonlCo.
hi 1513 421 amen,
1
CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at
Cilauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
et's
'7'1,
••1
13per-r+-
-r
. ,,o
•
•7":
Economy 11. Operation
iGraceful n Appearance
THE WILSON
makes an ideal hc:-,ter for the home. You
remember it has the celebrated Hot Blact
Down-Draft wl-lich en.tles you to get 40
per cent more ht.-t f- -,rn your fuel- than
can be had in ar, r heater.
Isn't 40 • if worth
considering,
5.114Exclosively by
BIOS.
218 broadw•y
if law," but 111.-  stra.ght whisky men
of Lotsinville take Issue 'With Mr.
Stauber there, and feel that the rue
of the commiesion are extremely
favorable to the
trade.
straight whisky
O'Reer Is Urged.
Frankfort, Ky.. Oct. 25.-- Judge
Edward C. O'Rear, of Montgomery
Ntuntt, member of the court of ap-
peals, will be urged for appointment
as United States district judge of
;he eastern district of Kentucky,
should Judge A. M. J. Cochran, of
mat court, go up to the Milted
States circuit court upon the eleva-
tion of Judge Lurton to the supreme
bench.
Libel,
filed suit
for libel against the Kentucky State
lourna: of Frankfort and its editor.
'altW. P.
,s ctter purporting to have been
signed by Percy Hely. Walton criti-
cised Gaines In an editorial in his
paper of last Senday.
BUETON ENJOYS THE RECESS
Kansan Is Allowed to Slake Visit to
Boarding Hoene of Wife.
Ironton, Mo, Oct. 25.--Joseph R.
Burton wag given a half hour's re- 1
tees from prison today by Sheriff'
Marshall. He met his devoted wife In
the litres- and drove with her to the,
house; where she Is boarding. Thei
couple were apparently In the beet
of humor. The former senator, whO
has been making friends by crack-
ing jokes and telling stories, sale
halt humorously today to the sheriff '
when he obtained the recess: "1i
want to (simply with all your regu-
lations. If at any time I request any-
thing not compatible with your rules
kirilly call my attention to it." Mrs.
the 
sona\on. eking damages in 
su 
Burton expressed her gratitude
$25,0051. The it Is an (the sheriff. She is preparing her,
•,,
,eho of the Pubilegtion by Gaines of husband dainty meals
Noel felines flies for
Noel Gaines yesterday
SOLu Ri lAuta
•
DYSPEPSIA CURE
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
flo $1.00 teethe cocus•• Ifielelltlt•ert•I se.,witlefi sits low 110 mai
 CI OWL? AT TN • LA DOILAT0111 Off
ire. zuwiTT 6 COMPANY. CHICAGO. /Xi.
1
• 
NO COAL PANIC
With
Bradley Bros.
Telephone 339
Coal Yards 922 Madison Street.
For Polite Correspondence
Special Sale of Fine Box Paper
Something New, Cloth Finish Stock, Correct Shape
We are anions that every lady in Paducah that uses good
writing material should know about our stock. As a specie]
magnet for trade we offer a special cloth finish paper, latest
correct style pack\ed one quire in a box at
\19c a Box
This same paper has alwa3s brought 25e heretofore. This
offer good only until Octhber 27th.
D. E. Wilson, at Harbour's Department" Store
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN
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